ABSTRACT

AWOSANYA, EMMANUEL OLUWASEYI. Dynamic and Structural Studies of Membrane Proteins by Oriented-Sample Solid State NMR. (Under the direction of Dr. Alexander A. Nevzorov).

Oriented Sample Solid state NMR (OS-NMR) has become an important tool for the structural studies of membrane proteins (MPs) under their nearly physiological conditions. To advance the application of the method for characterizing MPs, the development of methods, which provide highly aligned samples for MPs and new multidimensional separated local field pulses sequences, is necessary.

To accomplish the above goals, a new membrane mimetic has been developed. A 15-mer peptoid polymer has been used to stabilize DMPC lipid by forming a peptoid-based macrodisc. The peptoid macrodiscs provided a higher order parameter than the bicelles. This allowed for reconstitution of Pf1 coat protein in peptoid-macrodisc for two-dimensional OS-NMR experiments.

Moreover, the previously developed SAMPI4 pulse sequence has been modified for other types of experiments with the purpose of obtaining rotational diffusion coefficients and additional angular constraints for structure determination. The incorporation of a spin-lock period before detection in the pulse sequence enabled the measurement of orientationally dependent relaxation times in the rotating frame, or $T_{1\rho}$. A quantitative uniaxial rotational diffusion on a cone model was used to estimate inhomogeneous contribution to $T_{1\rho}$ relaxation as a function of rotational diffusion coefficient. Pf1 coat protein reconstituted in DMPC/DHPC bicelles has been used as a molecular probe to quantify the viscosity of the lipid membrane interior via measuring the rotational diffusion coefficient of the protein. The experimentally obtained diffusion coefficient values $D_\parallel = 8.0 \times 10^5$ s$^{-1}$ and $7.7 \times 10^5$ s$^{-1}$ are close to the estimated
value of $D_\parallel = 8 \times 10^5$ s$^{-1}$ obtained from the Stokes-Einstein equation if the protein is modeled as a cylinder with the radius of gyration of 10 Å with the local bilayer viscosity of about 1 Poise.

Additionally, triple-resonance pulse sequence SAMPi4$^2$ was developed and applied to a uniformly labeled $^{13}$C – $^{15}$N Pf1 coat protein. The experimental aims were to utilize the Cα geometry to provide additional chiral restraints for structure determination of aligned proteins. The Cα connects side chains with the backbone and plays an important role in defining the torsion angles between the adjacent peptide planes. Therefore, exploiting the CαHα dipolar couplings in the separated local field experiments would be highly beneficial. The new proposed experiment provided an additional spectral correlation of $^1$Hα - $^{13}$Cα dipolar couplings and $^{15}$N chemical shifts along with the usual correlation of $^1$H-$^{15}$N dipolar couplings and $^{15}$N chemical shifts. These angular restraints are then used to calculate torsion angles ($\Phi$ and $\Psi$) for Pf1 coat protein structure refinement and validation. The development of the triple-resonance pulse sequences and the development of a new membrane mimic represent new tools for investigating larger MPs using oriented sample solid state NMR.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Membrane Proteins: Significance and Structure Determination.

Membrane proteins represent one of three main classes of proteins which either interact with or are embedded inside biological membranes. Membrane proteins are involved in many essential biological processes such as transport of ions, chemical signaling, and energy transduction (1). Membrane proteins make up about 20–30% proteins encoded by open reading frames (2,4,5). Diseases such as cancer and diabetes are often connected to malfunctioning and sometimes misfolding of membrane proteins (4,6). There is considerable commercial interest in membrane proteins because of their essential roles in cellular functions, and more than 50% of all human drugs target G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) and ion channels (3). The other two groups of proteins (fibrous and globular) make up the majority of the structures deposited in the protein data bank (PDB), since they are mostly water-soluble and, therefore, are relatively easy to crystalize for X-ray crystallography or solubilize for solution NMR spectroscopy. Membrane proteins, in contrast, reside in a hydrophobic bilayer, which makes it challenging to solubilize. As a consequence, membrane proteins make up only about 1-2% of the total 100,000 protein structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank. This has led to a boost in research efforts in order to elucidate the tertiary structure, dynamics, and functions of membrane proteins.
Figure 1.1. Representation of a cell membrane consisting of a phospholipid bilayer, glycolipids, cholesterol, and proteins. From the website: https://teaching.ncl.ac.uk/bms/wiki/index.php/Membrane_protein

1.2 Current techniques for membrane protein structure determination

High-quality 3D crystals, which are needed for XRD studies, are difficult to grow for membrane proteins. The difficulties in attaining high-quality crystals stem from using detergents to solubilize the membrane protein for crystallization. Even in cases when crystallization is successful (17), the crystal lattice may alter the protein structure because it is not determined in the native lipid bilayer (1,18). Solution NMR spectroscopy can also be used to determine structures of membrane proteins that are solubilized in detergents such as lipid detergent micelles, isotropic bicelles, and lipid nanodisc (9). However, its general application for membrane protein structure determination may also be problematic due to solubilization by detergent. For instance, micelles have strong curvature on the surface, which may affect the orientation of transmembrane helices by causing significant strain in attached helical peptides (10,11,12). In addition, the membrane protein/lipid assemblies are often too large to possess the required short correlation time, thereby resulting in poorly resolved solution NMR spectra (1). Therefore, other techniques such as Solid-state NMR and Cryo-EM that do not require crystals
and fast molecular reorientation (1) are becoming more broadly used to solve membrane protein structures.

The conformations of membrane proteins are dependent on its environment as a stably folded membrane protein interacts with the lipid bilayer hydrocarbon core, the bilayer interface, and with water. The membrane proteins in lipid bilayer have dynamic and anisotropic mobility while immobilized in the bilayer, which is ideal for ssNMR (6,13). In solid-state NMR spectroscopy the nuclear spin interactions are not averaged to isotropic values by fast molecular motions as they are in solution NMR spectroscopy, which leads to informative orientation-dependent (anisotropic) dipolar interactions and chemical shift anisotropies. High-resolution atomic structure is solved by solid state NMR in two different approaches. The first is the magic-angle spinning (MAS) ssNMR, which requires fast spinning of the sample about an axis tilted with the magic angle ($\theta_{\text{MA}}=54.7^\circ$) relative to the external magnetic field $B_0$. This method causes the anisotropic parts of the nuclear spin interactions to be averaged providing narrow lines. The desired parts of the anisotropic dipolar interactions may then be reintroduced by various recoupling techniques such are REDOR (1,7). The second approach is solid state NMR of aligned samples; this can be done mechanically by aligning the lipid membrane between glass plates (14) or in anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) nanopores (15) forming uniaxially oriented bilayers. Alternatively, membrane proteins can also be aligned spontaneously in a magnetic field due to the large anisotropic magnetic susceptibility of phospholipids in mixtures of small and long chain lipids, which form assemblies called bicelles (16). The newer membrane mimetic called “macrodiscs” can also align spontaneously in a magnetic field whether stabilized by either a belt-peptide or styrene maleic acid polymer (17,37).
1.3 Solid-state NMR of lipid-aligned proteins: Methods and Pulse Sequences

A fully hydrated lipid membrane is needed for determining structures of membrane proteins in their native-like environments. Magnetically aligned bicelles are widely used and advantageous due to the ease of preparation and use of a sealed sample tube, which enables placement inside a solenoid coil for optimal probe performance. The bicelles consist of long chain lipids that form the planar bilayers and are capped at the edges by short-chained lipids. Bicelles are uniaxially aligned with the bilayer normal perpendicular to the external magnetic field or can be flipped so that the bilayer normal would be parallel to the field with lanthanides. (Figure 1.2). Protein structures can be determined in both alignments.

Figure 1.2. A. Schematic representation of perpendicular or ‘unflipped’ bicelles with the bilayer normal perpendicular to the direction of the external static magnetic field and B. Parallel or ‘flipped’ bicelles: in the presence of YbCl3, the bilayer normal is parallel to the static magnetic field. (9)
Sample preparation is critical to obtaining alignment as shown in Figure 1.3 (1), the ratio of the long-to-short chain lipid referred as q value ~ 3 is preferred. The alignment is also temperature and concentration dependent. The alignment of the bicelle by strong magnetic field forms a liquid crystalline phase with order parameter 0.75-0.83 (9).

**Figure 1.3.** A. Characteristic features of membrane proteins in bicelles. From left to right are isotropic reorientation to immobile, and from no alignment to complete alignment. The samples are described by the lipid molar ratio q. B. Bicelle alignment temperature per percentage of DMPC at different q. (1)

Using oriented sample OS (oriented sample) solid-state NMR the conformations of membrane protein can be measured by the orientation dependence of the chemical shift and heteronuclear dipole-dipole interactions associated with $^1$H, $^{13}$C, and $^{15}$N nuclei in labeled sites.
1.3.1 Theoretical Description for Solid State NMR Experiments.

The structural constraints yielded from ssNMR are done by the manipulation of interactions of nuclear spin magnetic moments with the static magnetic field and time-dependent radiofrequency irradiation. The following Hamiltonian in the laboratory frame can describe the total energy of the interactions of the system:

\[ H = H_I^Z + H_S^Z + H_I^{rf} + H_S^{rf} + H_I^D + H_S^D + H_{IS}^D \]  

Eq 1.1

The \( H_I^Z \), \( H_S^Z \) and \( H^D \) are Hamiltonians for the Zeeman, rf (radio frequency) and dipole-dipole interactions for the abundant I and dilute S spins. The spin magnetization before application of and rf pulse is described by normalized density matrix \( \rho(0) \):

\[ \rho(0) = \frac{\rho_{\text{initial}}}{2^{(N-2)}} \]  

Eq 1.2

In the doubly rotating frame, the density matrix evolves in time under the simplified Hamiltonian that is governed by the strongest interactions. This is done in order to truncate the terms that do not commute with the high magnetic field interaction. The time dependent terms are eliminated by the use of average Hamiltonian theory leaving the terms that are time independent after the rotating frame transformation. The heteronuclear Hamiltonian in the simplest two-spin case can be written as:

\[ \bar{H} = \omega_1 I_x^{\text{total}} + \omega_2 S_x^{\text{total}} + d l_z S_z \]  

Eq 1.3

The density matrix evolved is under the exponential Hamiltonian operator to obtain observable S spin signal.
The real part of the observable $S_x(t)$ represents the dilute $^{15}$N spin magnetization at any given time, $t$, during the pulse sequence.

1.3.2 Sensitivity Enhancement Pulse Sequences

The detection of dilute spins such as $^{15}$N or $^{13}$C by ssNMR suffers from low sensitivity. The pulse sequences stemming from the pioneering work of Pines and Waugh (18) increase the S/N in the spectra of dilute spin systems. The Cross Polarization (CP) experiments are accomplished by pulse sequences illustrated in Figure 1.4, these experiments take advantage of the long $T_1$ (spin-lattice relaxation) times in solid samples and uses $^1$H spins as a polarization and relaxation reservoir to enhance the signal of the dilute spins, decoupling $^1$H spins in order to decrease line broadening caused by the larger one-bond dipolar coupling of dilute spins to $^1$H, and the short $T_2$ spin-spin relaxation in solid state.

\[
\langle S_x^{(k)} \rangle = \text{Trace} \left( S_x^{(k)} \ e^{-iHT} \ \rho(0) \ e^{iHT} \right)
\]

Eq 1.4

**Figure 1.4.** Cross-polarization pulse sequences: A) HHCP, B) CP-MOIST, and C) REP-CP. (21,22)
The pulse sequences start by an application of $\frac{\pi}{2}$ pulse to the abundant $I$ spin system. This is followed by spin-locking (SL) RF field applied to both $I$ and dilute $S$ spin system, adjusting the frequency at which the $I$ and $S$ spin magnetization precesses in the doubly tilted rotating frame to facilitate thermal contacts between spin system and polarization transfer. The efficient transfer of polarization between large polarized $^1H$ spins and low polarized dilute spins occurs when the precessing frequencies in the doubly rotated frame are adjusted to reach the Hartmann-Hahn matching condition (19).

$$\gamma_I B_{1I} = \gamma_S B_{1S}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 1.5}$$

The dilute $S$ spin signal enhancement due to the Cross-Polarization process can be examined through the spin temperature concept. The I spin system before the $\frac{\pi}{2}$ pulse has a population ratio given by the Boltzmann equilibrium distribution in the high-temperature approximation

$$\frac{N_-}{N_+} = \exp \left( -\frac{\hbar \omega_0}{kT_L} \right) \approx 1 - \frac{\hbar \omega}{kT_L}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 1.6}$$

$T_L$ is the temperature of the lattice, using the conventions:

$$\beta_L = \hbar / kT_L; \; \Delta N = N_+ - N_-; \; N_+ \approx N_- \approx N / 2$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 1.7}$$

$N$ is the total number of spins. Therefore, before the $\pi/2$ pulse the magnetization of the $I$ spin system can be represented by the population difference according to Boltzmann distribution:

$$\Delta N = \frac{N_0 \alpha \beta_L}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 1.8}$$

After the $\pi/2$ pulse and the application of the spin lock, the new equilibrium of the $I$ spin system is reestablished quickly such that the population difference is:
Given that the $I$ spin system population difference, $\Delta N$, is initially preserved, we get:

$$\omega_0 \beta_L = \omega_I \beta_I ;$$  \hspace{1cm}  \text{Eq 1.10}

The $I$ spin system is now considered to be at a very cold temperature relative to that of the lattice based on the ratio of the strong external magnetic field to that of the $I$ spin system spin lock field.

$$\frac{\beta_L}{\beta_I} = \frac{T_L}{T_I} = \frac{\omega_0}{\omega_I} = \frac{B_0}{B_{1,I}} \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 1.11}$$

The $S$ spin system is also spin locked by $B_{1S}$ field and $I$ and $S$ spin systems are in good thermal contact when the Hartmann-Hahn condition is satisfied, the spin systems will equilibrate so that their spin temperatures are equal.

$$\beta_S = \beta_I = (\gamma_I / \gamma_S)(B_0 / B_{1S})\beta_L \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 1.12}$$

During the equilibrating thermal contact, the abundant $I$ spin temperature is assumed to be unchanged because the $N_I \gg N_S$. The $S$ spin system temperature during CP thermal contact is significantly decreased. This yields an increase in the population difference of the $S$ spin states and the sensitivity of the $S$ spin is enhanced. The theoretical enhancement from the CP experiment is, therefore, given by a ratio of the gyromagnetic ratios of the abundant spins to that of the dilute spins \( \frac{\gamma_I}{\gamma_S} \).

The signal is thus expected theoretically to be enhanced by a factor of 10 if the dilute spins are $^{15}$N of by 4 when the dilute spins are $^{13}$C. The ideal enhancement is often difficult to attain due
to thermodynamic limits (i.e. the finite ratio of the high and low gamma spins) and spin lattice relaxation time in the rotating frame or $T_{1\rho}$ relaxation.

Several CP schemes such as CP with mismatch-optimized IS transfer (CP-MOIST) (20) and repetitive CP (REP-CP) (21) have been developed in order to optimize the CP experiment and overcome thermodynamic limits and experimental problems such as sample heating. REP-CP provides multiple polarization contacts to allow for an efficient transfer of polarization and overcome the thermodynamic limits. Optimizing the contact time and using low RF power can give significant signal increase when compared to single contact CP-MOIST in $^{15}$N spectra (22).

As seen in Fig 1.5, the combination of optimized REP-CP contact time, low power RF, and the paramagnetic relaxer 5-doxyl stearic acid radical embedded in the bicelle lead up to three-fold enhancement in signal-noise-ratio (23). The rate at which the nuclear magnetization reapproaches thermal equilibrium upon the spin-lock and the ultimate signal enhancement depends on the spin lattice relaxation time ($T_{1\rho}$). In parallel (flipped bicelles) which have larger dipolar coupling in comparison to unflipped perpendicular bicelles, using too low RF power leads to loss of spin-lock and decrease in cross polarization efficiency. The decrease in cross polarization efficiency yields the lower signal-noise ratio shown in Fig 1.6 (23). Moreover, measuring this value can provide important dynamic information about the bilayer viscosity and will be discussed in greater detail in the following chapter.
Figure 1.5. Constant-time 1D spectra of Pf1 in unflipped bicelles containing 5-DOXYL stearic acid radical: CP-MOIST (black; acquired with 50 kHz rf B 1 fields, 6 s recycle delay and 140 scans); low-power REP-CP (blue; acquired with 18 kHz rf B 1 fields, 6 s recycle delay and 128 scans); low-power REP-CP (red; acquired with 18 kHz rf B 1 fields, 0.6 s recycle delay and 698 scans). The total experimental time is ~14 min in each spectrum. (23)
Figure 1.6. Constant-time 1D spectra of Pf1 in Yb$^{3+}$-flipped bicelles containing 5-DOXYL stearic acid radical: CP-MOIST (black; acquired with 50 kHz $B_1$ field, 6 s recycle delay and 256 scans); low-power REP-CP (blue; acquired with 35 kHz $B_1$ field, 6 s recycle delay and 256 scans); low-power REP-CP (red; acquired with 35 kHz $B_1$ field, 0.7 s recycle delay and 1172 scans). The total experimental time is 25.6 min in each spectrum. (23)
1.3.3. Separated Local Field Pulse Sequences

Multidimensional Separated Local Field (SLF) (24) experiments such as PISEMA sequence (Polarization Inversion Spin Exchange at the Magic Angle) and SAMPI4 (“Sandwich-Assisted Magnetic Microscopy” or SAMMY with a \( \pi/4 \) pulse corrections for the finite \( \pi/2 \) pulses) can directly measure the \(^1\text{H}-^{15}\text{N} \) dipolar coupling of the protein amide site. The \(^1\text{H}-^{15}\text{N} \) dipolar coupling of the protein amide sites gives information about distance between coupled nuclei and the orientation of the internuclear vector (Figure 1.7) with respect to the applied field.

**Figure 1.7.** A peptide plane showing the peptide plane coordinate system, the orientation of which relative to the laboratory frame (the external magnetic field) is probed in oriented-sample solid-state NMR experiments. (1)

SLF sequences as shown in Figure 1.8 allow for correlating the \(^1\text{H}-^{15}\text{N} \) dipolar couplings with \(^{15}\text{N} \) chemical shifts. Developed by Wu et al, PISEMA (25) pulse sequence uses spin exchange at the magic angle during \( t_1 \) period. By using the frequency-switched (flip-flop) Lee–Goldburg (FSLG) spin lock (26), the \(^1\text{H}–^1\text{H} \) homonuclear dipole–dipole couplings are decoupled during the \( t_1 \) period and a Hartmann–Hahn-matched spin lock on the \(^{15}\text{N} \) removes the chemical shift evolution. The \(^1\text{H}–^{15}\text{N} \) heteronuclear dipole–dipole coupling is retained in the indirect
dimension, and the $^{15}$N chemical shift is detected in the direct dimension (1). While it is widely utilized for membrane protein determination (27), PISEMA is challenging to set up due to its high sensitivity to the RF field strengths and the $^1$H carrier offsets during the off-resonance Lee–Goldburg irradiation for homonuclear decoupling of the abundant $^1$H spins (1,28). The PISEMA spectra can have some resonances that are narrower and more intense than others. To overcome the sensitivity to carrier offsets, SAMPI4 implements the ‘magic sandwich’ pulse that utilizes on-resonance rather than off-resonance irradiation as in frequency-switched Lee–Goldburg to achieve homonuclear $^1$H decoupling. SAMPI4 (28) pulse yields linewidths similar to those of PISEMA (<200 Hz in the heteronuclear dipolar coupling frequency dimension) with the advantage of covering the broad ranges of frequencies encountered in aligned samples of proteins at high fields (28). The typical two-dimensional experiment can take several days to complete, the induction of paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) by adding 5-doxyl stearic acid shortens the recycle delay times and allows acquisition of more signal per time (23). Spin correlations can be established by adding the proton mediated polarization transfer under 90-95% mismatched Hartmann-Hahn (MMHH) conditions. This effect relies on the strong $^1$H-$^1$H dipolar couplings to transfer magnetization from a $^{15}$N site to its $^{15}$N neighbors and can perform up to 6.7 Å (29). Briefly, this is achieved by converting the Zeeman order of energy for the $^{15}$N spins to the dipolar order of the proton bath and then back to the Zeeman order of the distant $^{15}$N spin.
Figure 1.8. Pulse sequences for 2D SLF experiments. A. PISEMA pulse sequence with 180° phase shift between even and odd $t_1$ dwells. B. Magic-sandwich-based SAMPI4. C. Experimental PISEMA spectra of Pf1 coat protein reconstituted in flipped bicelles containing 5-DOXYL stearic acid radical and utilizing either single-contact CP-MOIST (black contours) or REP-CP (red contours) transmembrane helical region (G23-L43) are assigned. D. Experimental SAMPI4 spectrum of Pf1 coat protein in unflipped bicelles with transmembrane helical region (I26-M42) assigned. (1, 23)
1.3.4 Data Analysis

A wheel-like spectral pattern representing the projections of the amino acid residues in uniformly labeled samples according to the angle of the transmembrane helical axis with respect to the magnetic field can be deduced from the 2D spectra such as PISEMA and SAMPI4. These patterns are called PISA (Polarity Index Slant Angle) wheel (31,32). The wheel pattern reflects the tilt (slant angle) of the helix and the assignment of the resonances in the 2D spectra reflects the rotation (polarity index) of the helix. The $^1$H–$^{15}$N dipolar coupling for a particular N-H bond in the helix is calculated as a function of the angle $\tau$, i.e. the angle the long axis helix makes with respect to the applied field (Figure 1.9) (1,33).

![Diagram of the ideal helix tilt ($\tau$) and rotational pitch ($\rho$) angle that are reflected in the PISA wheel. The vector ($\mathbf{a}$) defines the cylindrical axis of the helix. (27)](image)

**Figure 1.9.** Diagram of the ideal helix tilt ($\tau$) and rotational pitch ($\rho$) angle that are reflected in the PISA wheel. The vector ($\mathbf{a}$) defines the cylindrical axis of the helix. (27)

Plotting the residue number for a $\alpha$-helix protein against $^1$H–$^{15}$N dipolar coupling shows a periodic wave-like oscillation with the expected periodicity of 3.6 amino acids of an $\alpha$-helix (1,32,32). These dipolar waves profile and the PISA wheel can be used to interpret deviations from an ideal helix (such as kinks in the helix) as shown in Figure 1.10 (1). There are
applications of the PISA patterns to β-sheet structures but the resulting patterns are not easily recognizable (1).

**Figure 1.10.** Simulated $^1\text{H}–^{15}\text{N}$ SLF spectra (left panels) and plots of the $^1\text{H}–^{15}\text{N}$ dipolar coupling (right panels) showing dipolar waves for α-helical structures with different kinks or curvature. (1)

Combining NN spin exchange experiment which generates crosspeaks in the 2D SLF spectrum between $^{15}\text{N}$ sites close in space with 1H-15N SLF experiments allows for sequence assignment by walk down the protein backbone and connecting the generated crosspeaks. As seen in Fig. 1.11, this sequence assignment technique has been applied to Pf1 coat protein reconstituted in DMPC/DHPC bicelles (21,23).
Figure 1.11. Confirmation of the previous spectroscopic assignment of the transmembrane helix of Pf1 coat protein in parallel bicelles obtained by a superposition of PISEMA spectrum (blue contours and NN exchange spectrum Red lines show connectivities between the main peaks in the PISEMA spectra and cross peaks in the NN exchange spectrum passing via the main diagonal peaks.

Beyond the simplistic PISA wheels and dipolar waves, there is a need for calculating the overall fold of a membrane protein without knowing the secondary structure \textit{a priori}. In order to obtain the membrane protein fold, the observed experimental frequencies are used to define the backbone $\phi$ / $\psi$ torsional angles, which can then be used for membrane protein structure refinement (34). The aforementioned 2D SLF NMR experiments of aligned samples provide correlation of two frequencies, usually $^1\text{H}$-$^{15}\text{N}$ dipolar couplings and $^{15}\text{N}$ chemical shifts.
However, the measurement of additional frequencies, particularly $^1$Hα-$^{13}$Cα dipolar couplings, is needed to improve resolution and reduce degeneracies of structural calculations (35,36).

1.4 Summary of present Research

The overall focus of this Dissertation is the development of new techniques to advance the application of OS-NMR for elucidating structure and dynamics of membrane proteins. The second Chapter focuses on the development of a new alignable membrane mimetic. A 15-mer peptoid polymer is used to stabilize DMPC lipids, forming a Peptoid-Macrodisc. In the third Chapter, the discussion will focus on measuring spin lattice relaxation time ($T_{1\rho}$) and probing protein rotational dynamics by using the anisotropic relaxation rates. Lastly, the development of a new triple resonance pulse sequence that detects $^1$Hα-$^{13}$Cα dipolar coupling at $^{15}$N amide sites will be discussed in Chapter 4. The pulse sequence gives an important additional angular constraint for de novo elucidation of membrane protein backbone folds.
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CHAPTER 2
Peptoid-Membrane mimetic For Oriented Sample NMR Studies

2.1. ABSTRACT

A peptoid oligomer is used to stabilize DMPC lipid for formation of magnetically alignable macrodisc. Peptoid-based macrodiscs provided a detergent free phospholipid bilayer environment for reconstitution of membrane protein. The discs were shown to have an increased bilayer alignment and a more planar membrane environment when compared with oriented bicelles. The Pf1 coat protein was successfully reconstituted in a stable Peptoid macrodisc. The narrow linewidth observed from Pf1 coat protein demonstrates the potential of peptoid-stabilized macrodiscs for structure determination by oriented sample solid-state NMR spectroscopy.
2.2. INTRODUCTION

Biological membrane is composed of a lipid bilayer and the membrane-embedded proteins and is essential for cellular viability and function. The numerous functions of the membrane proteins include transport of ions across the cell membrane, signal receptors, and these proteins constitute about 30% of encoded genes (1). Thus, membrane proteins are targets for structure determination using X-ray crystallography, Cryo-EM and solution and solid-state NMR spectroscopies (2-7). The limitations of lipid crystallization and long reorientation times on the solution NMR scale place oriented-sample solid state NMR (OS-NMR) in an ideal position to study membrane proteins under their native-like conditions (8). Structure determination of membrane proteins by OS-NMR or any other analytical technique depends on the environment of the sample under study. The factors affected by the environment include spectral and structural resolution of the protein sample under investigation, and whether the determined structure is a true representation of the native protein in its active conformation (2,9-10). Hence, developing a suitable membrane model that adequately mimics the biological membrane is key to successful structure determination. The membrane mimics that have been used for NMR structure determination include liposomes, micelles, bicelles, and lipid nanodiscs (11-12).

Liposomes are spherical lipid vesicles, either small unilamellar vesicles (SUV) with one lipid bilayer or multilamellar (MLV) with multiple lipid bilayers surrounding an aqueous core (11). Liposomes have been shown to be inadequate models for solution NMR studies due to long reorientation time on the NMR time scale, although spectral resolution is increased by the use of MAS-NMR (12). Micelles can be formed by dissolving hydrophobic lipids in aqueous solutions. Micelles are easy to prepare and rapidly reorient, which is needed for high-resolution solution
NMR studies. Micelles however are not an ideal membrane model because they have a monolayer structure with high curvature, a loose packing of the lipid head groups, and tighter chain entanglement in the center (2). Bicelles or ‘binary bilayered mixed micelles’ were introduced by Sanders et al (13) and are composed of long chain lipid 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC), which are capped by a short chain 1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DHPC). Bicelles orient spontaneously in magnetic fields (Bo) with the bilayer normal either perpendicular to the $B_0$ field direction or parallel, with the addition of some Lanthanides (44). The orientation occurs above the DMPC gel-to-fluid transition temperature which is typically between 30° and 50°C (2). Bicelles provide a planar stable bilayer of phospholipids and have local morphology similar to biomembranes (2). A variety of oriented bicelles have been useful as a membrane mimetic for structural determination by OS-NMR (14). However, the main limitation is that bicelle formation is restricted to specific types of membrane components and do not represent the diversity of composition in biological membranes (14).

There is tremendous interest in developing membrane mimetics that can accommodate for a broad range of lipid constituents and environmental conditions. Nanodiscs are becoming widely utilized in the investigations of membrane protein and lipid-protein interactions. Nanodiscs are discoidal nanoparticles composed of lipid bilayer encircled by proteins, peptides, or polymers on the edge of the lipid acyl chain (15). Inspired by the human ApoA1 protein or the high-density lipoprotein, Sligar and co-workers expressed recombinant ‘membrane scaffold proteins’ that can self-assemble into discoidal phospholipid bilayer (15-16). While MSP-nanodiscs are excellent membrane mimics, there is still a requirement of using detergents for reconstitution of membrane proteins. The large size of the MSP-nanodisc also limited its use to solution NMR. One strategy to make the mimetic suitable for OS-NMR was to increase the size of the lipid particle and make
it alignable in the main magnetic field. The macrodisc is synthetic model membrane systems with diameter of ~30 nm (Figure 2.1), consist of long-chain phospholipid bilayer surrounded by an amphipathic 14-residue α-helical peptide 14-Mer (Ac-DYLKAFYDKLKEAF-NH2) (17). By contrast, the smaller nanodisc (~10 nm) can be formed when the ratio of the phospholipids to the peptide is decreased.

**Figure 2.1.** Nanodiscs vs Macrodiscs, along with their $^{31}$P alignments. Figure reproduced from ref. (17).
The size of the bilayer disc determines the behavior of the membrane model system. Membrane proteins reconstituted in the nanodiscs undergo isotropic reorientation and are commonly used in solution NMR. By contrast, proteins stabilized in macrodisc bilayers are magnetically alignable at temperatures above the gel-to-liquid crystalline transition temperature of the phospholipids.

Another promising approach to membrane mimetics is the use of styrene-maleic acid (SMA) copolymers to stabilize the lipid to make SMA-lipid particle (SMALP). The SMA copolymer is the hydrolyzed form of styrene and maleic anhydride copolymerization (18-21). It has been shown that SMA can directly extract membrane proteins and lipids from cell, making it a unique polymer for creating membrane models (18). The SMA copolymer like the 14-residue α-helical peptide is amphipathic and can produce magnetically alignable macrodiscs based on the lipid-to-polymer ratio. The recent experimental linewidth ~0.3 ppm for Pf1 membrane protein reconstituted in SMA-macrodisc demonstrates its promise as a mimetic for OS-NMR (19). SMA-macrodisc offers a monodisperse mimetic when used at a pH between 7 and 8 for optimal interactions with lipid membranes. However, there tends to be precipitation under low pH (<6). Functionalization of the SMA polymer and the development of similar polymers have led to greater pH stability (20-22). Here, we present the formation of macrodiscs constructed with DMPC lipids and a peptoid polymer. Using Pf1 coat protein, we demonstrate the utility of a peptoid macrodisc model for investigation of membrane protein with OS-NMR.

2.3. PEPTOID-MACRODISC

Peptoids are oligomers of N-substituted glycines that have side-chains appended to the nitrogen atoms rather than the alpha carbons. Therefore, there is a loss of main chain chirality
and removal of the backbone hydrogen-bond donor (NH) (23-25). Peptoid is a unique class of peptidomimetics that is dominated by side-chain chemistry and monomer sequence while maintaining the backbone amide of peptides. NMR and X-ray studies have demonstrated that peptoid oligomers form secondary helical conformations with the inclusion of alpha-chiral and aromatic side chain groups (26-31). The helical ordering investigated by molecular modeling and Circular Dichroism (CD) are proposed to be induced by steric clash avoidance and electrostatic repulsion between backbone carbonyls and pi clouds of side chains with aromatic rings (26,32-33). Peptoids can be easily synthesized to have diverse structures by using solid-phase sub-monomer synthesis method (23,34). Due to the similarities to polypeptides and the resistance to proteolytic degradation, peptoid polymer exhibits high biocompatibility. Peptoids effectiveness for biological activities has motivated development for several applications, including antimicrobial agents and vectors for gene and drug delivery (24,35). An important consideration for making peptoid-macrodisc is the peptoid lipid interaction. Similar to SMA, amphipathic peptoid polymer can also be inserted into the lipid membrane leading to the formation of peptoid-lipid fragments (36-37). This interaction with lipid membrane is driven by the peptoid’s degree of hydrophobicity and dependent on the length of the amphipathic peptoid polymer (38-40). Recent work by Najafi et al, incorporated peptoids at the edge of bicelles and demonstrated that the peptoid functionalized bicelle did not significantly alter the bicelle morphology (41). Based on the insertion of amphipathic peptoid into lipid, we have designed a 15-mer peptoid oligomer similar to SMA (2:1) co-polymer. The 15-mer peptoid is synthesized with 2:1 phenyl: carboxyl monomer ratio. The designed peptoid shown in Figure 2.2 allows for incorporation into DMPC lipid for formation of alignable peptiod-DMPC macrodisc.
2.4. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Peptoid Synthesis

The peptoid was synthesized on a robotic synthesizer using the submonomer solid-phase method (34). The synthesis was started with the activation of the rink amide resin was activated with dimethylformamide (DMF). The first step of the submonomer cycle starts with acylation by addition of 0.6 M bromoacetic acid in DMF and 86 µL of N, N'-diisopropylcarboniimide (DIC). The acylation is followed by addition of 1.5M primary amine side chain DMF. The cycle was repeated until completion of the 15-mer Peptoid. The peptoid was cleaved from the resin and deprotected using a solution of 95% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and 5% water. The design and synthesis of peptoid was done in collaboration with Ms. Quibria Guthrie and the Proulx lab (Chemistry, NCSU).
Figure 2.2. Schematic for synthesis of 15-mer peptoid, Chemical Formula C_{127}H_{150}N_{16}O_{26}, 2.3 kDa
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)

The peptoid-macrodisc DLS measurements were performed on a Zetasizer nano series (Malvern Instruments). The experiments were measured in a disposable 40 μl micro cuvette at 25 °C and at 40 °C. All DLS measurements were collected for 30s using 10 scans.

NMR measurements

All NMR experiments were acquired on an Avance II spectrometer (Bruker) operating at $^1$H NMR frequency of 500 MHz and data were acquired using the Topspin 2.0 software. $^{31}$P NMR spectra were acquired using 20 μs 90-degree pulse with $^1$H decoupling. The $^{15}$N spectra was acquired using a 5 us 90-degree pulse or 50 kHz $B_1$ field. The NMR samples were sealed in a 5 mm glass tube and placed in a static triple resonance $^1$H/$^{15}$N/$^{31}$P Bruker 5 mm E-free™ probe. The 2D experiment was acquired using the SAMPi4 sequence (42) with 1024 scans for each of the 80 $t_1$ points and NMR data were processed and analyzed with NMRPipe (43).

Sample Preparation

Lipids used were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids. The Proulx Lab (NCSU) provided the Peptoid. Blank peptoid-DMPC macrodisc was prepared with a ~1:22 molar ratio and made with a 10% (w/v) lipid in a 200 μL sample (20 mM HEPES buffer, pH 8). Pf1 in peptoid macrodisc were made by mixing ~3mg of Pf1 coat protein with DMPC lipid in chloroform and drying to a thin film under nitrogen gas. The protein/lipid was lyophilized overnight and rehydrated with the peptoid in 20 mM Hepes buffer. The blank and protein samples were subjected to several temperature cycles (ice/40 °C).
2.5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The size of the peptoid-DMPC disc determines its feasibility for OS-NMR application. Using DLS the size distribution of the peptoid macrodisc particle can be characterized as it diffuses in the sample solution. Shown in Table 1, the size (z-average or intensity averaged particle diameter) of the macrodisc particle measured at 25 °C is 26.90 and at 40 °C 28.68. The sample was measured at 25 °C and 40 °C to account for the viscosity difference in the gel-liquid transition. The z-average is extracted from the normalized time correlation of the scattered light intensity depending on the Brownian motion.

Table 2.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Temperature</th>
<th>25 °C</th>
<th>40 °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z-average</td>
<td>26.90</td>
<td>28.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polydispersity Index (PDI)</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.3. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) particle size distribution by intensity. A. Sample measured at 40° C. B. Sample measured at 25° C.

Assuming that the particle is spherical with a monomodal distribution the particles diameter can be computed from the translational diffusion coefficient $D$. For spherical particles, $D$ is given by the Stokes-Einstein relation

$$D = \frac{k_B T}{3\pi \eta d_H}$$
Where $k_B T$ is thermal energy, $\eta$ is the viscosity of the solvent and $d_H$ is the particle’s hydrodynamic diameter. The other parameter shown in Table 1 is polydispersity Index (PDI), this is a representation of the variance of size distribution. At 25 °C the PDI is 0.5 and 0.6 at 40 °C. The high polydispersity is indicated by the different peaks of size intensity distribution as shown in Figure 2.3. The larger size distributions are likely due to aggregation. The polydispersity of the sample complicates the size analysis. Therefore, the size and shape of peptoid-DMPC macrodisc requires further investigation.
Figure 2.4. $^{31}$P chemical shift NMR spectra of peptoid-Macrodisc’s DMPC bilayer. Sample temperatures A-F (32 °C, 35 °C, 37 °C, 40 °C, 43 °C, 50 °C).

The alignment of the peptoid macrodiscs in the DMPC gel-to liquid crystalline phase transition temperature was investigated by $^{31}$P NMR. The $^{31}$P NMR spectra shown in Figure 2.4 A-F with chemical shift of $-15.5 \pm 1$ ppm demonstrates that the DMPC bilayer is aligned with the normal
perpendicular to the direction of the applied magnetic field and provides a stable alignment over the gel-to-liquid crystalline phase temperature range. The average DMPC $^{31}$P chemical shift linewidth at temperature 32-43 °C (Figure 2.4 A-F) was ~80Hz(0.4ppm), this is a narrower linewidth when compared with linewidth of 3.2 DMPC/DHPC bicelle. The chemical shift and narrow line width indicate a high degree of alignment and a higher order parameter when compared with the bicelle with its DMPC chemical shift ~14 ppm (45-46).

**Figure 2.5.** A. $^{31}$P chemical shift NMR spectrum of Pf1 reconstituted in peptoid-macrodisc, sample temperature at 40 °C. B. $^{15}$N chemical shift NMR spectrum of Pf1 coat protein reconstituted in peptoid-macrodisc at 40 °C.
The $^{31}$P NMR spectrum of 3mg Pf1 coat protein reconstituted in Peptoid macrodisc (Figure 2.5 A) also shows chemical shift at -15.5 ppm and 80 Hz linewidth.  Figure 2.5B shows one-dimensional $^{15}$N chemical shift spectrum of uniformly labelled Pf1 coat protein in the Peptoid-macrodisc.  The spectrum shows the resolved resonances from residues in the transmembrane helix (60 ppm-100 ppm).  The 2D NMR data in Figure 2.6 shows a slight increase in order parameter when the range of dipolar coupling to that of DMPC/DHPC bicelles is compared ($S_0$ =0.83 vs. 0.80).  But a decreased order parameter is seen when compared with 14mer belt peptide macrodisc ($S_0$ =0.83 vs. 0.85).  Figure 2.7A shows two-dimensional (2D) SLF SAMPI4 spectrum of uniformly $^{15}$N labeled Pf1 in peptoid stabilized macrodisc, the spectrum shows ~280 Hz linewidth in the indirect dimension.  The resolved resonance in the 2D NMR peptoid spectrum reflects fast uniaxial motional averaging.  The 20 residues of the Pf1 transmembrane helix are resolved and assigned in Figure 2.7A.  The pattern of the assigned resonances indicates the classic PISA wheel seen in the transmembrane helix aligned ~20° to the direction of the magnetic field.  The Dipolar wave shown in Figure 2.7B demonstrates the 3.6 residue periodicity of the Pf1 coat protein transmembrane alpha helix.
Figure 2.6. 2D NMR spectra of Pf1 reconstituted in different membrane mimics; in green (3.2 DMPC/DHPC bicelles), in red (belt peptide-DMPC macrodisc), and in blue (15-mer peptoid-DMPC macrodisc).
Figure 2.7. A. 2D NMR spectra of Pf1 coat protein in peptoid-DMPC macrodisc with 20 transmembrane residues assigned. B. Dipolar wave profile of Pf1 coat protein transmembrane domain with the expected periodicity of 3.6, which is indicative of the angular anisotropy of dipolar couplings for the alpha helix.
2.6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Oriented sample solid state NMR is a tool for structural investigation of membrane proteins which requires a membrane mimic environment preserving their folding and functionality. Like bicelles and macrodisc stabilized with belt peptide or SMA polymer, Peptoid-macrodisc have been shown here to be a promising alternative membrane mimics for OS-NMR studies. The peptoid macrodisc is able to immobilize and align membrane proteins to obtain well resolved resonances as seen with imbedded Pf1 coat protein. Both $^{31}$P and $^{15}$N NMR experiments show the peptoid-macrodisc with an increased alignment when compared to bicelles.

The formation of a stable membrane mimic with a 15-mer peptoid has been demonstrated in this chapter. However, the size and morphology of the peptoid-macrodisc needs further investigations. The DLS data show the peptoid-macrodisc with an approximated diameter of ~30 nm. However, due to the sample high polydispersity the true size of the mimic is yet to be determined. Hopefully, a longer peptoid oligomer might provide smaller and faster rotating disc that would allow for better resolution in the two-dimensional SAMPi4 spectra. Accordingly, this faster rotating disc would better suited for structural studies of larger membrane proteins which exhibit insufficient uniaxial rotational averaging by themselves.
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CHAPTER 3

Membrane Protein Rotational Dynamics Probed by Anisotropic NMR Relaxation

*This chapter is based on the publication “Protein Rotational Dynamics in Aligned Lipid Membranes Probed by Anisotropic $T_{1\rho}$ NMR Relaxation” by Emmanuel Awosanya, Alex Nevzorov. published in the Biophysical Journal (2018)

3.1. Abstract

Membrane-bound form of Pf1 coat protein reconstituted in magnetically aligned DMPC/DHPC bicelles was used as a molecular probe to quantify for the viscosity of the lipid membrane interior via measuring the rotational diffusion coefficient of the protein. We have determined orientationally dependent $^{15}$N solid-state NMR relaxation times in the rotating frame, or $T_{1\rho}$. This was accomplished by fitting individually the decay of resolved spectral peaks corresponding to the transmembrane helix of Pf1 coat protein as a function of spin-lock time incorporated into the two-dimensional SAMPI4 pulse sequence. The $T_{1\rho}$ relaxation was modeled as uniaxial rotational diffusion on a cone, which yields a linear correlation with respect to the bond factor $\sin^4 \theta_B$, where $\theta_B$ is the angle that NH bond forms with respect to the axis of rotation. Importantly, the bond factors can be independently measured from the dipolar couplings in the separated local-field SAMPI4 spectra. From this dependence, the value of the diffusion coefficient of $D_\parallel = 8.0 \times 10^5 \text{ s}^{-1}$ was inferred from the linear regression of the experimental $T_{1\rho}$ data even without any spectroscopic assignment. Alternatively, a close value of $D_\parallel = 7.7 \times 10^5 \text{ s}^{-1}$ was obtained by fitting the $T_{1\rho}$ relaxation data of assigned peaks for the transmembrane helical domain of Pf1 to a wave-like pattern as a function of residue number. The obtained diffusion coefficients are remarkably close to the simple estimate obtained from the Stokes-Einstein equation if the protein is modeled as a cylinder with the radius of gyration of 10 Å with the local
bilayer viscosity of about 1 Poise, i.e. similar to the classical value reported by Saffman and Delbruck decades ago. The method illustrates the use of single-helix transmembrane peptides as molecular probes to assess the dynamic parameters of lipid bilayers by NMR relaxation in oriented lipid bilayers.

### 3.2. Introduction

Membrane proteins (MPs) perform a plethora of biological functions, including ion transport, signal transduction, and energy conversion in the living cells. The bilayer milieu, where membrane proteins reside in, profoundly modulates their structure and dynamics. It is well established that membrane proteins undergo relatively fast (on the microsecond time scale) rotational diffusion about the membrane normal (1-9). However, there is currently a controversy regarding the exact values of the local bilayer viscosity surrounding membrane proteins. The classical Saffman-Delbruck work predicts the viscosity values of about $\eta=1$ Poise, (or about 100 times that of pure water), for which the rotational diffusion coefficient can be estimated from the Stokes-Einstein relation as:

$$D = \frac{k_B T}{4\pi \eta R^2 h} = 8.5 \times 10^5 \text{ s}^{-1} \quad \text{(for a small single-helical protein having the radius of gyration of about } R=10 \text{ Å and height } h=40 \text{ Å).}$$

By contrast, recent FT-IR studies (9) have reported much faster values of the rotational diffusion coefficient for GPCR’s of about $5 \times 10^6 \text{ s}^{-1}$, or nearly an order of magnitude difference despite their larger size. Therefore, it would appear that the rotational diffusion coefficient and the local bilayer viscosity would greatly depend on the protein structure itself and the interactions of the protein side chains with the lipid hydrocarbon interior and head groups. An accurate quantification of these important biophysical parameters, therefore, requires a robust experimental method that would be suitable
for the determination of these values in each particular case (i.e. a particular membrane protein and type of lipid under study).

Solid-state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, (NMR) is a widely used technique, which allows one to obtain structural and dynamic information of membrane proteins at atomic-resolution level. Magnetically aligned lipid bilayers or bicelles (10-14) represent an attractive native-like membrane mimetic for the structure-function studies of membrane proteins embedded in planar, lipid-rich environment by solid-state NMR. The natural magnetic alignment state for bicelles is that their membrane normal is perpendicular to the main magnetic field owing to the negative sign of the magnetic susceptibility anisotropy of the prevailing DMPC hydrocarbon interior (15). A parallel alignment of bicelles as in glass plates can also be achieved by either adding lanthanide ions (16-18) or by replacing DMPC lipids with the non-natural biphenyl lipids (19). The bicelles at higher $q=\frac{[\text{DMPC}]}{[\text{DHPC}]}$ ratios ($q>3$) could behave as perforated multilamellae (20, 21), thus precluding the rotation of the bicelle as a whole. The perpendicular bicelle orientation represents a hybrid situation between solution NMR and solid-state magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR in the sense that the rotational diffusion of the protein molecules about the membrane normal is anisotropic while being stochastic in nature, thus providing the predominant line narrowing mechanism.

Perhaps the first example of such narrowing by “rotational alignment” for obtaining high-resolution 2D NMR spectra of uniformly labeled membrane proteins was demonstrated in magnetically aligned bicelles at the perpendicular orientation (22). Instead of cylindrical powder NMR patterns, that would have been expected in the purely static case, “rotationally aligned” highly resolved spectra are obtained for smaller proteins undergoing fast uniaxial diffusion within the liquid-like bilayer interior with the diffusion coefficient being on the order of $D_\parallel \sim$
$10^5$-$10^6$ s$^{-1}$ and possibly even faster (9). These diffusional rates are sufficient to average out the dipolar and chemical shift azimuthal anisotropies that are on the order of several kHz. Recently, the idea of “rotational alignment” has been employed under the magic-angle spinning conditions (23, 24) to extract heteronuclear dipolar couplings under recoupling conditions for membrane protein structure determination.

As a rule, the faster is the anisotropic uniaxial diffusion, the narrower NMR lines are obtainable at the perpendicular orientation. Yet at the same time, the longitudinal chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) and dipolar couplings are preserved by the macroscopic orientation of the sample. The latter is highly beneficial in terms of both improving spectral resolution (by increasing the measurable spectroscopic range) and obtaining structural information from the orientationally dependent chemical shifts and dipolar couplings. In this paper, we demonstrate how the longitudinal anisotropy of NMR relaxation can be used to extract quantitative information regarding the protein rotational dynamics in aligned bilayers.

3.3. The diffusion-on-a-cone model for $T_{1\rho}$ relaxation.

A simple quantitative model has been previously created (25) which allows one to estimate inhomogeneous (i.e. angular-dependent) contribution to NMR relaxation as a function of the uniaxial rotational diffusion coefficient under static (25) and spinning conditions (26). Briefly, it is based on the numerical and analytical solutions for NMR spectra of uniaxially diffusing proteins under the conditions of $^1$H decoupling. The diffusion-on-a-cone model (27) simulates not only the positions of the NMR peaks but also, more importantly, their inhomogeneous lineshapes reflecting microscopic molecular order, macroscopic disorder, and uniaxial molecular rotation. As an illustration of the model, Figure 3.1 shows $^{15}$N CSA
linewidths simulated for the individual backbone $^{15}$N sites with an ideal alpha-helix tilted at 20° with respect to the axis of rotation in perpendicular bilayers as a function of residue number at various values of the uniaxial rotational diffusion coefficient, $D_{\parallel}$.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 3.1.** Inhomogeneous $^{15}$N CSA linewidths in perpendicular bicelles calculated for an ideal alpha-helix tilted at 20° with respect to the axis of rotation at various values of the diffusion coefficient as indicated. At the value $D_{\parallel} = 5 \times 10^5$ s$^{-1}$ theoretical rotational contribution to the $^{15}$N CSA linewidths is less than 15 Hz (or about 0.3 ppm at $^1$H 500 MHz NMR frequency). Slower rotational diffusion is manifested by larger anisotropy of linewidths at the perpendicular alignment of the bilayers.

It can be seen from Fig. 3.1 that at the rotational diffusion coefficient of $D_{\parallel} = 5 \times 10^5$ s$^{-1}$, an appreciable motional narrowing is achieved yielding inhomogeneous contribution to linewidths of the maximum amplitude of 15 Hz. It should be noted that the inhomogeneity of the linewidths arises here due to the angular dependence of the CSA azimuthal anisotropies relative to the axis of rotation since the CSA tensor is tilted differently for each peptide plane orientation within the helix.
However, accurate experimental measurement and characterization of the diffusion rate $D_\parallel$ solely from the CSA linewidths in the spectrum is challenging. In addition to requiring a high signal-to-noise ratio, this is due to the fact that there are many contributors to the CSA linewidths besides uniaxial rotational diffusion: contribution to relaxation from other motions (such as local and/or fast), magnetic field inhomogeneity, incomplete $^1$H dipolar decoupling, etc. As a result, typical experimental linewidths observed in aligned membrane proteins are 1-2 ppm (or 50-100 Hz for $^{15}$N nuclei at 500 MHz $^1$H frequency, for example), which makes it difficult to accurately extract the anisotropic rotational contribution. Therefore, here we present a quantitative method for measuring uniaxial diffusion rates based on anisotropic relaxation in the rotating frame, or $T_{1\rho}$. As the $T_2$ relaxation rates, $T_{1\rho}$'s are expected to be inhomogeneous for each peak in the SLF spectrum (due to the angular dependence for the magnitudes of the local dipolar couplings) while being especially sensitive to the $\mu$s-ms motional time scales (28-30). Moreover, $T_{1\rho}$ relaxation mostly depends on the dipolar contribution, which is easier to model theoretically than the transverse relaxation arising from the many contributing factors mentioned above.

Let us consider an $S$ spin ($^{15}$N or $^{13}$C) coupled to its nearest neighbor I spin ($^1$H). Under the spin-locking conditions with radiofrequency $\omega_1$ applied only on the $S$ spin, the $IS$ spin pair evolves under the Hamiltonian, which can be transformed to the singly tilted rotating frame as:

$$H = \omega_I S_z + a(t) I_z S_z \xrightarrow{90^\circ} \omega_I S_z \xrightarrow{\beta(t)} \frac{a(t)}{2} I_z (S_+ + S_-)$$

Eq 2.1

Here the function $a(t) = \chi[3\cos^2 \beta(t) - 1]$ contains both the orientation- and time-dependent part of the heteronuclear dipolar coupling, which can be transformed as the spherical harmonics of rank 2:
Here the angle $\theta$ is the sample alignment angle, $\theta=\pi/2$ in the present case, $\varphi(t)$ is the time-dependent azimuthal rotation angle of the $IS$ bond, $\theta_B$ is the angle that the bond forms with respect to the rotation axis, and the symbols $D^{(2)}_{m,0}$ designate the elements of the rank-2 Wigner rotation matrix. In order to treat the time-dependent effects due to the motions, the superoperator representation $L$ of the Hamiltonian $H$ can be used, which is defined by: $L = H \otimes E - E \otimes H^T$, where $E$ is the unity operator in the spin space. In this representation, the vectorized density matrix evolves under the action of the Liouvillian superoperator as given by the stochastic Liouville equation (31). The latter has been used extensively in EPR (32) but recently gained attention in NMR (26, 33, 34). The following general quadratic-form expression (35) has been used to solve for the decay of the $^{15}$N magnetization in the rotating frame, $G(T)$ as a function of spin-lock time, $T$:

$$G(T) = \text{vec}^\dagger (S_z) \left\{ \exp \left\{ \int_0^T L(t) \, dt \right\} \right\} \text{vec} (S_z)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 2.3}$$

Here $L(t)$ is the time-dependent Liouvillian superoperator, which includes radiofrequency irradiation and dipole-dipole terms as given by the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1), $S_z$ is the spin momentum operator corresponding to $^{15}$N spins, $O$ stands for Dyson time-ordering, and the angular brackets indicate ensemble averaging over the rotational coordinates. The symbol “vec” denotes the vectorization operation for the matrix operator $S_z$ (36), and “$\dagger$” stands for the Hermitian conjugate. In the tilted rotating frame Eq. (3) becomes:

$$G(T) = \text{vec}^\dagger (S_z) \left\{ \exp \left\{ -\frac{i}{2} \int_0^T a(t) [C_{zz} e^{-i\omega t} + \text{h.c.}] \, dt \right\} \right\} \text{vec} (S_z)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 2.4}$$
here “h.c.” stands for the additional Hermitian-conjugate terms and the spin-space superoperator $C_{\pm z}$ is defined by:

$$C_{\pm z} \equiv S_z I \otimes E - E \otimes S_z \quad \text{Eq 2.5}$$

In order to obtain the $T_1\rho$ dependence on the uniaxial diffusion on a tilted cone, similarly to $T_2$ (25), the formal time-dependent solution for the stochastic Liouville equation is expanded to the second-order cumulant (37) (denoted here by the triangular brackets with subscript “c”) in the limit of fast motions (which corresponds to the microsecond and faster time scale relative to the magnitude of dipolar couplings between the spins, ca. 10 kHz), viz.:

$$G(T) = vec(S_z) \exp\left\{-\frac{T}{4} \left\{ a(t)a(t') [C_{\pm z} e^{-i\omega_1 t} + h.c.] [C_{\pm z} e^{-i\omega_1 t'} + h.c.] \right\} dt\right\} vec(S_z) \quad \text{Eq 2.6}$$

It can be directly verified that the following properties hold:

$$C_{\pm z} vec(S_z) = C_{\pm z} vec(S_z) = \frac{1}{2} vec(S_z) \quad \text{Eq 2.7}$$

These eigenvalue properties of the starting vector, vec(S_z), allow one to easily factorize the final expression in the limit of fast motions as a simple single-exponential decay as:

$$G(T) = \exp\left\{-\frac{T}{4} \int_0^T d\tau \left[ \langle a(\tau)a(0) \rangle - \langle a(\tau) \rangle \langle a(0) \rangle \right] \cos(\omega_1 \tau) \right\} \quad \text{Eq 2.8}$$

Higher-order cumulants are expected to yield negligible contribution in the limit of fast motions by analogy with the Redfield limit in solution NMR (38). Contributions from higher-order non-secular terms in the dipolar Hamiltonian can also be neglected since in the high-field and microsecond motional regime the product of the nuclear Larmor frequencies $\Omega$ and the rotational correlation times $\tau$ is: $\Omega \tau >> 1$. In passing, we should note that Equations 3-6 allow one to
formulate spin relaxation by means of a compact expression, making most of the assumptions (namely, (a-c), p. 276 in ref. (38)) of the solution-NMR Bloembergen-Purcell-Pound theory unnecessary, and, more importantly, is extendable to many-spin case.

For uniaxially rotating proteins, the correlation function can be modeled as diffusion on a cone having a 90° axis tilt (25), and is given by:

\[ \langle a(\tau)a(0)\rangle - \langle a(\tau)\rangle \langle a(0)\rangle = \frac{9}{8} \chi^2 \sin^4 \theta_B e^{-4D_\tau} \]  

Eq 2.9

If additional fast motions of the membrane director are involved, the correlation function should further be multiplied by the square of the order parameter \( S_0 \) (39). As a closed-form result, the dipolar contribution to the \( T_{1\rho} \) relaxation in the case of uniaxial diffusion on a cone tilted by 90° with respect to the main magnetic field is given by:

\[
\frac{1}{T_{1\rho}} \equiv R_{1\rho} = \frac{9S_0^2}{128D_\tau[1 + (\omega / 4D_\tau)^2]} \left( \frac{\mu_0 \gamma H \gamma N}{4\pi r_{NH}^3} \right)^2 \sin^4 \theta_B
\]

Eq 2.10

Where \( \theta_B \) is the angle that an NH bond sweeps around the rotation axis (or the cone semiangle), \( S_0 \) is the bilayer order parameter, \( r_{NH} \) is the interspin distance between the \( ^{15}\text{N} \) and \( ^1\text{H} \) atoms, and \( \gamma_N \) and \( \gamma_H \) are their respective gyromagnetic ratios. For an ideal alpha-helical TM domain having the periodicity 3.6, the cone semiangle \( \theta_B \) for the \( n^{th} \) NH bond of the helix can in turn be calculated using the following relation (40):

\[
\cos \theta_B = \cos \theta_{thk} \cos \delta - \sin \theta_{thk} \sin \delta \cos \left( \frac{2\pi n}{3.6} + \phi_0 \right)
\]

Eq 2.11

Here \( \theta_{thh} \) is the helix tilt, \( \delta=15.8^\circ \) is the fixed angle that each NH bond forms with respect to the helix axis, and \( \phi_0 \) is the rotation angle of the helix around its axis (or the “helix phase”). Thus, the anisotropic \( T_{1\rho} \) relaxation, similarly to the \( T_2 \) relaxation, can be used for the determination of diffusional rates. A principal distinction from the \( T_2 \) relaxation is that an
additional dependence on the spin-lock rf amplitude, $\omega_{rf}$, enters the final expression for $T_{1\rho}$ in the form of a spectral density, $J(\omega_{rf})$ (41, 42). This additional term, however, becomes less important when the rotation is sufficiently fast, or $\omega_{rf} / D_|| << 1$. Note from Eq. (10) that the $\sin^4 \theta_B$ angular anisotropy factor is independently obtainable in an SLF experiment from the directly measurable dipolar splittings, $\Delta$ (in Hz), by using simple trigonometry since the latter behave as $(3 \cos^2 \theta_B - 1)$ scaled by the order parameter, $S_o$ (~0.8). This fact not only greatly reduces the number of fitting parameters, but also allows one to fit the relaxation data directly without any spectroscopic assignment by using the following relation (when $\Delta > 0$ or $\theta_B < 54.7^\circ$):

$$\sin^4 \theta_B = \frac{4}{9} \left( 1 - \frac{4 \pi \Delta}{Z S_o} \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 2.12}

The case $\Delta < 0$ requires the overall tilt of the transmembrane helix be greater than $38.9^\circ$, and will not be considered here. An additional important advantage of using $T_{1\rho}$ relaxation times over $T_2$ is that the heteronuclear dipolar couplings are here the primary contribution and that they are independent of the $B_0$ field inhomogeneity and the many-spin $^1\text{H}-^1\text{H}$ dipolar relaxation when relatively high rf spin-lock field are utilized. This allows for a more accurate assessment of the value for the rotational diffusion coefficient using small proteins (such as Pf1) as molecular probes in various membrane mimetics.

### 3.4. Materials and Methods

Sample Preparation

The Pf1 coat protein reconstituted in DMPC/DHPC bicelle was expressed using Pf1 bacteriophage purchased from Cedarlane (Burlington, NC) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacterial cell (ATCC, 25102) purchased from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). The Pf1 phage was expressed following the previously described protocol (43).
coat protein was purified using TFE (50%)/TFA (0.1%) for phage precipitation and lyophilized and followed by several washing steps for further purification. About 4 mg of the purified Pf1 coat protein was reconstituted in a DMPC/DHPC bicelle, the lipids used were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). The sample was reconstituted in a 200 μl solution of 20 mM Hepes buffer at pH = 8.0 according to the protocol described in ref. (44). The bicelle sample had a lipid w/v ratio of 28%, a DMPC/DHPC molar ratio of $q=3.2$, and about a 4.1 mM concentration of Pf1 coat protein.

NMR measurements and data analysis.

Experimentally the $T_{1\rho}$ measurements have been accomplished by inserting a spin-lock period before detection in a modified SAMPI4 sequence as shown in Fig 3.2. The cross-polarization transfer was enhanced by the REP-CP sequence (45). During the $^{15}$N prelock time, the protons are decoupled to first order while contributing to the relaxation in the second order via heteronuclear dipolar couplings to the nitrogen spins. This sequence allows one to measure anisotropic $T_{1\rho}$’s separately for each peak and then fit the model simultaneously to the site-specific relaxation profiles using the dipolar couplings for each $^1$H-$^{15}$N spin pair which are directly measurable in the SAMPI4 experiment. Moreover, the wave-like behavior of periodicity 3.6 for the $R_{1\rho}$ relaxation rates for an alpha-helix allows one to fit the relaxation data for the assigned residues to a wave-like profile (cf. Eqs. 10-11) in order to extract the diffusion coefficients and the helix tilt relative to the axis of rotation (bilayer normal or director) similar to the $T_2$ profiles (25, 46). The data were acquired in a pseudo-3D fashion as a function of $T$, and the relaxation curves are subsequently fitted for each resolved peak. NMR data were processed
and analyzed using nmrPipe (47) and the parameter fitting was performed using scripts written in MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc).

**Figure 3.2.** A modified SLF SAMPI4 pulse sequence incorporating a prelock of duration $T$ for measuring individual $T_{1ρ}'$ for the resolved peaks in the 2D SLF spectrum.

3.5. Results and Discussion.

Two-dimensional SLF SAMPI4 spectrum of the TM domain of Pf1 (Figure 3.3A) serves as the basis for estimating the uniaxial diffusion coefficient by fitting the inhomogeneous $T_{1ρ}$ NMR relaxation profiles for each of the resolved 17 (seventeen) $^{15}$N sites. Spin-lock periods of 0, 5ms, 10ms, 15ms, 20ms, and 25ms were inserted before detection in the SAMPI4 sequence. Figure 3.3B shows the $^{15}$N relaxation profiles for the representative individual resonances normalized by their corresponding first-point intensity in the Pf1 SAMPI4 spectra as a function of spin-lock periods. Note that the peak corresponding to the residue L38 (having the largest dipolar coupling, and thus, smallest factor $\sin^4(\theta_B)$) exhibits the slowest decay. The relaxation profiles were fitted to single exponential decays using a Matlab script (Mathworks Inc). The anisotropic $T_{1ρ}'$'s ranging from 17 ms to 71 ms were determined according to the exponential function fit for each relaxation profiles, cf. Table 3.1. The relative errors for the peak intensities
ranging within 1.5%-3% were estimated from calculating signal to noise ratios using nmrPipe

(47)

**Table 3.1**

Anisotropic rotating-frame relaxation times and rates for Pf1 coat protein residues (26-42)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residue</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{1\rho}$ (ms)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>49±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{1\rho}$ (s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>±9</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>±9</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>±1</td>
<td>±1</td>
<td>±7</td>
<td>±3</td>
<td>±5</td>
<td>±1</td>
<td>±5</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>±7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residue</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{1\rho}$ (ms)</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>±9</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>±9</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>±1</td>
<td>±1</td>
<td>±7</td>
<td>±3</td>
<td>±5</td>
<td>±1</td>
<td>±5</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>±7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{1\rho}$ (s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>±4</td>
<td>±7</td>
<td>±4</td>
<td>±8</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>±6</td>
<td>±7</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>±7</td>
<td>±8</td>
<td>±8</td>
<td>±5</td>
<td>±7</td>
<td>±5</td>
<td>±4</td>
<td>±6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.3. A. SAMPI4 spectrum of Pf1 coat protein obtained at 500 MHz $^1$H frequency with assigned residue peaks for the transmembrane domain used for the fitting of anisotropic $T_{1p}$ relaxation times (assignment taken from ref. (48)). B. Six (6) representative $^{15}$N relaxation profiles corresponding to the individual resonances L38, M42, V31, V35, G28, and I26 in the Pf1 SAMPI4 spectra (normalized by the first-point intensity) as a function of spin lock time fitted to single-exponential decays.
As seen from Eq. 10, anisotropic $T_{1\rho}$ relaxation times are expected to exhibit a simple linear dependence on the NH bond angular anisotropy factor, $\sin^4 \theta_B$. The latter can be independently determined from the NH dipolar couplings in the SAMPI4 spectrum using Eq. 12. Figure 3.4 confirms the linear correlation of the relaxation rates $R_{1\rho} = T_{1\rho}^{-1}$ with respect to the bond factor $\sin^4 \theta_B$. An offset parameter has added to account for the intrinsic (i.e. homogeneous contribution to $R_{1\rho}$). Based on this dependence, the uniaxial rotational diffusion coefficient value of $D_\parallel = 8.0 \times 10^5 \text{s}^{-1}$ was determined from the linear regression fit.

**Figure 3.4.** A correlation plot of $R_{1\rho}$ and bond factor $\sin^4 (\theta_B)$, where $\theta_B$ is the angle that an NH bond makes with the axis of rotation. The rotational diffusion coefficient $D_\parallel = 8.0 \times 10^5 \text{s}^{-1}$ was deduced from linear regression using Eqs. 10 and 12 with the linear regression coefficient, $R^2=0.86$. Error bars correspond to a 95% confidence interval of relaxation rates determined by the exponential fits in the spin-locking experiments (Fig. 3.3B and Table 3.1).
Figure 3.5. A. Dipolar waves of Pf1 coat protein transmembrane domain with the expected periodicity of 3.6, which is indicative of the angular anisotropy of dipolar couplings for the alpha helix. B. $R_{1\rho}$ relaxation profile for the assigned residue peaks for the TM region of Pf1. Wave-like behavior of the $R_{1\rho}$ relaxation rates allows one to extract the value of the diffusion coefficient of $7.7 \times 10^6$ s$^{-1}$ when the helix tilt of 22.3° from part A is used in the fit. The error bars correspond to 95% confidence interval of relaxation rates determined by exponential fits from the spin-locking experiments (Fig. 3.3B and Table 3.1).
Figure 3.5A shows the “dipolar waves” of Pf1’s transmembrane alpha-helix (49), i.e. a plot of the dipolar couplings as a function of Pf1 residue number. A helix tilt angle of 22.3° was obtained by fitting the experimentally measured dipolar coupling to a sinusoid function with a periodicity of 3.6 residues per turn (49), cf. also Eq. (11).

The uniaxial rotational diffusion coefficient can also be independently extracted from fitting the $R_{1\rho}$ relaxation rates for a series of consecutive assigned resonances in the Pf1 transmembrane domain. Figure 3.5B shows the anisotropic $T_{1\rho}$ relaxation rates as a function of residue number. As can be seen, the anisotropic $T_{1\rho}$ relaxation for Pf1 coat protein exhibits a wave-like pattern, similarly to the dipolar waves. A periodicity of 3.6 is also apparent, which is indicative of the alpha-helical angular anisotropy expected for the Pf1 transmembrane domain. A diffusion coefficient value of $D_{||} = 7.7 \times 10^5$ s$^{-1}$ was obtained from fitting Eqs. (10-11) by restricting the helix tilt angle to $\theta_{tilt} = 22.3^\circ$, which is more accurately determined from the dipolar wave in Fig. 3.5A. The obtained diffusion coefficient is in a good agreement with the value of $D_{||} = 8.0 \times 10^5$ s$^{-1}$ independently obtained from the linear regression of relaxation rates vs. the bond factor, cf. Fig 3.4. Note that the $R_{1\rho}$ data have been fitted to the relaxation model with only 3 (three) free parameters - the diffusion coefficient $D_{||}$, the homogeneous $R_{1\rho}$ offset parameter, and the helix phase. It should also be noted that fitting the data by unrestricting the range for $\theta_{tilt}$ has yielded two degenerate solutions with $D_{||} = 1.2 \times 10^6$ s$^{-1}$ $\theta_{tilt} = 27.8^\circ$, and $D_{||} = 1.8 \times 10^6$ and $\theta_{tilt} = 33.8^\circ$. The parameters of the first solution are reasonably close to the diffusion coefficient from the fit of Fig. 3.4 and the helix tilt of Fig 3.5A. By contrast, the second solution is neither in accordance with the diffusion coefficient obtained from the bond factor correlation plot (cf. Fig. 3.4), nor with the helix tilt angle obtained from the dipolar wave (cf. Fig. 3.5A); therefore, it has been discarded. Such degenerate solutions are due to the fact that the amplitude
of the “$R_{1\rho}$ wave” is simultaneously affected by both $D_\parallel$ and $\theta_{\text{tilt}}$ (cf. Eqs. 10-11). The “consensus solution” between the fits of Figs. 3.4 and 3.5B (at the fixed helix tilt angle) yields the diffusional rate of ca. $D_\parallel = 8 \times 10^5$ s$^{-1}$, which corresponds to the local bilayer viscosity value of 1 Poise assuming the radius of gyration of 10 Å for the Pfl coat protein when modeled as a rigid rotating cylinder. This value is consistent with the classical value of Saffman and Delbruck (2).

Table 3.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter/Model</th>
<th>Helix Tilt, degree</th>
<th>Helix phase, radians</th>
<th>Diffusion coefficient, s$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$R_{1\rho}$ Offset, s$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dipolar Wave</td>
<td>22.3°</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{1\rho}$ Regression</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>8.0$\times$10$^5$</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{1\rho}$ Wave</td>
<td>22.3° (fixed)</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>7.7$\times$10$^5$</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{1\rho}$ Wave</td>
<td>27.8°</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>1.2$\times$10$^6$</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{1\rho}$ Wave</td>
<td>33.8°</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>1.8$\times$10$^6$</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6. Conclusions and Perspective

We have presented a quantitative method for characterizing the rotational diffusion coefficients of macroscopically aligned membrane proteins by solid-state NMR. Anisotropic rotating-frame $^{15}$N NMR relaxation rates, or $R_{1\rho}$’s, provide a straightforward means for determining this important dynamic parameter. When the global rotation of the membrane is suppressed, as in perforated bicellar multilamellae, the value of the determined diffusion coefficient is directly related to the viscosity of the bilayer interior surrounding the protein. Using the membrane-bound form of Pfl coat protein as a molecular probe is advantageous in the sense that the rotational diffusion coefficient is directly relevant to its rotational dynamics as
compared to using spin labels (50) that themselves may undergo rotational isomerization, thus potentially interfering with data interpretation.

The developed model has allowed for a quantification of the diffusion coefficient of the Pf1 coat protein yielding the value $D_\parallel = 8 \times 10^5 \text{ s}^{-1}$. Good quality of fits for the diffusion-on-a-cone model to the experimental data may also indicate that the backbone of the protein is fairly rigid and/or the local motions for the backbone atoms are highly restricted, thus making it possible to effectively model the overall rotation of the protein as a rigid body. The presented NMR method may also serve as a tool for differentiating the local bilayer viscosity surrounding the membrane-embedded proteins from the bulk bilayer viscosity by comparing the rotational diffusion coefficients and the derived viscosity values for smaller membrane-embedded rotating moieties (9, 50, 51) vs. membrane proteins and peptides reconstituted in oriented lipid media.
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CHAPTER 4

Chiral $^{13}$Cα-$^1$Hα Couplings Detection for Membrane Protein Structure Determination by Solid State NMR

*This chapter is based on the publication “NMR “Crystallography” for Uniformly ($^{13}$C,$^{15}$N) Labeled Oriented Membrane Proteins” by Emmanuel Awosanya, Joel Lapin, and Alex Nevzorov. published in Angewandte Chemie (2019)

4.1 Abstract

Oriented-sample (OS) solid-state NMR has emerged as a powerful spectroscopic tool for determining structures of membrane proteins without the use of crystallization and cryogenic temperatures. In OS NMR, the orientationally dependent dipolar couplings and chemical shifts provide direct input for structure calculations. However, so far only the $^1$H-$^{15}$N dipolar couplings and $^{15}$N chemical shifts have been routinely assessed in $^{15}$N labeled protein samples. While efficient for determining tilt angles of short α-helical peptides, these two measurements alone are likely insufficient for determining protein structures of arbitrary topology. The main stumbling block for the determination of tertiary structures for membrane proteins by OS NMR has remained in the lack of additional experimental restraints. Here we have developed a new experimental triple-resonance NMR technique, which was applied to uniformly doubly ($^{15}$N, $^{13}$C) labeled Pf1 coat protein reconstituted in magnetically aligned DMPC/DHPC bicelles. The previously inaccessible $^1$Hα-$^{13}$Cα dipolar couplings, which represent powerful chiral angular restraints, have been measured for the transmembrane domain of Pf1. Notably, the inclusion of the third restraint makes it possible to determine the torsion angles Φ and Ψ between the adjacent peptide planes without assuming an α-helical structure a priori. Using our recently developed structure calculation algorithm, fitting simultaneously three restraints per peptide plane have
resulted in families of structures which have subsequently been filtered using several Rosetta scoring functions determining the structure energetics within the membrane environment, hydrogen bonding, and Ramachandran preferences. This final filtering and validation step have led to a consensus α-helical transmembrane structure for Pf1 coat protein, obtained in a de novo fashion. Our new approach greatly enhances utility of OS NMR as a structural tool for performing “NMR crystallography” in near-native membrane environments.
4.2 Introduction

Structure elucidation of membrane proteins (MPs) in planar, lipid-rich native-like bilayers remains a central topic in modern structural biology as the lipid environment itself may play a role in the modulation of the function and regulation of MPs. While being the undeniable leaders in structure determination of membrane proteins, both X-ray crystallography and cryo-EM employ cryogenic temperatures that may trap the proteins in biased structural conformations. These trapped conformations may be different from those encountered under the native conditions. Moreover, the fluid-like lipid bilayer environment has been shown to affect structure and function of membrane proteins (1-5). Solid-state NMR is a powerful spectroscopic tool that provides atomic resolution information about MPs under nearly physiological conditions (6-13). In particular, the method of oriented-sample (OS) solid-state NMR involves the measurements of the orientationally dependent dipolar couplings, which provide angular restraints for structure calculations. These restraints are highly complementary to the distance restraints obtainable in solid-state Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) NMR, where no preferred sample orientation is present and the angular information is, therefore, inaccessible. So far, only the $^1$H-$^{15}$N dipolar couplings and $^{15}$N chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) have been routinely assessed in singly labeled protein samples by the high-resolution separated local field (SLF) techniques (14-21). Using the two-dimensional Os-NMR spectra, many MP structures have been determined (6, 9, 22-30). However, while being efficient for determining the tilts of short alpha-helical peptides within the membrane, the $^1$H-$^{15}$N dipolar and $^{15}$N CSA frequencies by themselves are insufficient for determining protein structures of arbitrary topology. Structure determination of membrane proteins by Os-NMR will likely require measurements of additional angular restraints, for which doubly ($^{15}$N, $^{13}$C) labeled protein samples would need to be employed. Computer simulations of
fitting synthetic multidimensional Os-NMR data (31, 32) have identified the $^1$H$_\alpha$-$^{13}$C$_\alpha$ dipolar couplings as a critical third spectroscopic dimension, which can enable elucidation of the backbone folds of MPs without assuming any secondary structure elements \textit{a priori}. The chiral nature of the $^1$H$_\alpha$-$^{13}$C$_\alpha$ dipolar couplings in the predominantly L-amino acids largely removes the orientational degeneracy associated with the second-rank $^1$H-$^{15}$N dipolar and $^{15}$N chemical shift interactions. However, for the uniformly doubly labeled samples the presence of the abundant $^{13}$C spins represents an essential complication arising from the $^{13}$C-$^{13}$C homonuclear couplings, which broaden NMR linewidths and, thus, negatively affect spectroscopic resolution. Previous attempts of accessing the $^1$H$_\alpha$-$^{13}$C$_\alpha$ couplings in oriented membrane proteins involved either natural abundance crystal samples (33) or selective incorporation of ($^{13}$C$_\alpha$, $^{15}$N) labeled amino acids (34), which can be prohibitively expensive for larger proteins. Moreover, not all ($^{13}$C$_\alpha$, $^{15}$N) isotopically labeled amino acids are available commercially. Therefore, in order to measure $^1$H$_\alpha$-$^{13}$C$_\alpha$ couplings, radically new pulse sequences need to be developed that would be generally applicable to uniformly doubly labeled membrane proteins.

Here we present a triple-resonance pulse sequence that enables detection of the $^1$H$_\alpha$-$^{13}$C$_\alpha$ couplings at the $^{15}$N amide sites for a uniaxially aligned protein NMR sample. The performance of the pulse sequence has been tested numerically and by using a uniformly ($^{15}$N, $^{13}$C) doubly labeled Pf1 phage coat protein reconstituted in magnetically aligned bicelles. Pf1 coat protein, the major coat protein of Pf1 bacteriophage, represents an ideal test system for methods development in Os-NMR as its transmembrane domain has a well-characterized $\alpha$-helix conformation, and its Os-NMR spectra have been unambiguously assigned using both selective labeling and the $\alpha$-helical peak patterns (25) and spectroscopic techniques (35, 36). Moreover, recently the Pf1 spectroscopic assignment was confirmed by an automated assignment algorithm.
For such a short transmembrane domain (22 residues), by matching the $^{15}\text{N}$ chemical shifts in the $^1\text{H}-^{15}\text{N}$ and $^1\text{H}_\alpha-^{13}\text{C}_\alpha$ experiments, the latter dipolar couplings can be directly assigned. All the three measurements per peptide plane have been fitted simultaneously to a consensus $\alpha$-helical transmembrane structure for Pf1 coat protein, without assuming the fold a priori. The $^1\text{H}_\alpha-^{13}\text{C}_\alpha$ dipolar couplings represent powerful chiral restraints for structure determination of membrane proteins in oriented lipid bilayers, thus greatly enhancing the utility of the OS NMR as a structural characterization method for membrane proteins in native-like lipid environments.

4.3 Methods

Simulations and Structure Calculations

Numerical simulations of pulse sequence on many-spin systems were performed using an in-house MATLAB script (Mathworks, Inc.). Structural calculations were carried out using the python scripts (see Appendix C)

Sample Preparation

Uniformly $^{13}\text{C}$, $^{15}\text{N}$ labeled Pf1 coat protein was reconstituted in a lipid bilayer (Pf1 in bicelles). About 4.0 mg of doubly-labelled Pf1 coat protein was obtained from the phage sample following the previous protocol (38) using Pf1 minimal media containing $^{13}\text{C}$ D-Glucose and $^{15}\text{NH}_4\text{Cl}$ for uniform labeling. The uniformly doubly labeled Pf1 was reconstituted in 170 $\mu$L of DMPC/DHPC bicelle formed in 0.2 molar HEPES buffer at pH = 8.0. 0.05 % w/v of NaN$_3$ was added to the bicelle sample to prevent bacteria growth. The total w/v ratio was 28% for the lipids, the lipid molar ratio q was 3.2 and the lipid-to-protein ratio was about 80:1.
NMR spectroscopy

The NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance II spectrometer operating at the $^1$H NMR frequency of 500 MHz and the data were acquired using the Topspin™ 2.0 software. The 90-degree pulse was calibrated at $B_1$=50 kHz for all three channels. The $^{13}$C decoupling frequency was set at 100 ppm, and the $^1$H frequency was set to 10 ppm. The NMR samples were sealed in a 5 mm New Era™ glass tube and placed inside 5 mm inner round coil of a static triple resonance $^1$H/$^{15}$N/$^{31}$P Bruker 5 mm E-free™ probe. The temperature was set at 37ºC for the sample of Pf1 in bicelles, yielding optimal bicelle alignment as monitored by $^{31}$P NMR linewidths.

4.4 Results

Our developed pulse sequence, recoupling the $^1$H$_a$-$^{13}$C$_a$ dipolar interactions while eliminating the $^{13}$C-$^{13}$C and $^1$H-$^1$H dipolar couplings, is shown in Fig. 4.1. The pulse sequence consists of three blocks: (i) Evolution of $^1$H$_a$-$^{13}$C$_a$ couplings under both $^1$H-$^1$H and $^{13}$C-$^{13}$C homonuclear decoupling; (ii) Proton-mediated magnetization transfer of $^{13}$C dipolar evolution to the proximal $^{15}$N sites; (iii) Detection at the $^{15}$N spin sites. The first part is achieved by essentially applying two SAMPI4 blocks (18) on both channels, hence the pulse sequence was named SAMPI4$^2$. In order to refocus the $^{13}$C shift evolution and the secular, i.e. $L_2$, part of the $^1$H-$^{13}$C dipolar Hamiltonian, an additional refocusing $\pi_y$ pulse has been inserted on the $^{13}$C channel. The proton-mediated transfer under mismatched Hartmann-Hahn (MMHH) conditions (39) provides selective magnetization transfer from the nearest $^1$H$_a$-$^{13}$C$_a$ couplings to the amide $^{15}$N sites, due to truncation of the dipolar interactions coming from more distant $^{13}$C spins in the doubly tilted rotating frame approximation.
Figure 4.1. The developed pulse sequence for detecting $^1\text{H}\alpha-^{13}\text{C}\alpha$ couplings at $^{15}\text{N}$ sites suitable for uniformly labeled ($^{15}\text{N}$, $^{13}\text{C}$) aligned samples.

Figure 4.2. A. Simulation of the pulse sequences SAMPI4$^2$ (blue) and SAMPI4 (green) for an 8-spin system at $B_1$ rf field of 60 kHz with the dipolar couplings as indicated in the inset. B. Experimental SAMPI4$^2$ spectrum exhibits good dipolar resolution (ca. 200 Hz FWHH linewidths) when applied to $^{15}\text{N}$ labeled n-Acetyl Leucine single crystal.

Simulations of the SAMPI4$^2$ pulse sequence show superior resolution and intensity as compared to SAMPI4 when both the low- and high-spin homonuclear dipolar couplings are present, cf. Fig. 4.2A. The spin system with the relevant dipolar constants is outlined in the inset. As can be seen, the SAMPI4$^2$ pulse sequence correctly evolves simultaneously all three desired heteronuclear
couplings of 5, 10 and 20 kHz, which were pre-defined in the spin system. The individual subdwell timings for SAMP4$^2$ were set to the same timings as in SAMPI4. The effective dwell time for the SAMPI4$^2$ sequence was determined numerically to be near $8t_{90}$ (in terms of the 90-degree pulse). By contrast, SAMPI4 simulations for the same spin system show additional line-broadening and splittings of the main doublets due to the presence of the $^{13}$C-$^{13}$C dipolar interactions. Figure 4.2.B illustrates that the new SAMPI4$^2$ pulse sequence provides good homonuclear decoupling when the low-spin homonuclear interactions are absent. Experimental SAMPI4$^2$ spectrum of $^{15}$N-labeled n-acetyl Leucine single crystal exhibits sharp dipolar linewidths, comparable to the SAMPI4 pulse sequence.

Figure 4.3. $^{13}$C-detected 2D SAMPI4 spectra of Pf1 coat protein reconstituted in magnetically aligned DMPC/DHPC bicelles correlating $^1$H-$^{13}$C dipolar couplings with $^{13}$C chemical shifts (blue contours). Blank DMPC-DHPC bicelle SAMPI4 spectrum is shown as red contours for direct comparison. The identified $^{13}$C resonances originating from the C$_\alpha$ carbons and the Carbonyl of Pf1 protein are outlined by the green boxes.
Carbon-detected Os-NMR spectra of uniformly $^{13}$C-labeled samples typically exhibit insufficient resolution due to peak crowding and broad linewidths, but nevertheless can be used for identifying the expected range for the $^{1}H_{\alpha}$-$^{13}C_{\alpha}$ couplings present in membrane proteins reconstituted in magnetically aligned bicelles. Shown in Fig. 4.3 is the SAMPI4 spectrum of the PfI coat protein sample in DMPC/DHPC bicelles. By directly comparing the blank bicelle spectrum arising from the natural-abundance $^{13}$C spins (red) with the protein-containing sample (blue), the $^{1}H_{\alpha}$-$^{13}C_{\alpha}$ dipolar resonances in the $\alpha$-carbon aliphatic region (ca. 50-70 ppm) can be identified (shown by the green boxes), exhibiting the range for the expected values between ca. 1.5 and 5.5 kHz, in agreement with an earlier work (34).

**Figure 4.4.** A. Optimization of the triple MMHH conditions using $^{15}$N-detected magnetization transfer from the $^{13}$C spins. B. $^{15}$N detected MMHH transfer spectra with proton channel power on (blue) and only the proton power off (green) and with only the carbon power off (red).
The $^{13}$C/$^1$H Hartmann-Hahn matching condition was determined using both $^{13}$C and $^{15}$N detected experiments; the latter method essentially corresponds to the first $t_1$ point of the two-dimensional SAMPI4$^2$ sequence, cf. Fig 4.1. To verify that all the $^{15}$N-detected magnetization was originating from the $^{13}$C spins, a series of control experiments have been performed. First, the rf amplitude on the $^{15}$N channel was optimized to ensure the maximum $^{13}$C-$^{15}$N transfer efficiency using the first $t_1$ point of SAMPI4$^2$. During the optimization of the triple MMHH transfer, the rf amplitude on the $^{13}$C channel was fixed while the proton rf power was kept constant, with the $B_1$ field being approximately 5 kHz above the $^{13}$C/$^1$H Hartmann-Hahn matching condition (35). Owing to the relatively low efficiency of the MMHH transfer, 2048 scans were employed for the optimization. As can be seen from Fig 4.4A, a distinct intensity maximum emerges. The final optimal rf $B_1$ amplitudes calibrated for the triple MMHH transfer were ca. 28 kHz ($^{13}$C), 30 kHz ($^{15}$N), and 35 kHz ($^1$H). Furthermore, when the spin-lock rf field on the $^{13}$C channel was removed, there was no signal observed from the $^{15}$N spins, indicating that the magnetization detected at the $^{15}$N channel was indeed originating from the $^{13}$C spins. As the next step, the MMHH transfer efficiency was monitored with and without the rf power on the $^1$H channel. As can be seen from Fig. 4.4B, adding the rf spin lock on the $^1$H spin improves the magnetization transfer efficiency by at least two-fold, thus confirming the proton-mediated nature of the triple-resonance MMHH transfer.
Figure 4.5. A. Overlay of $^{15}$N-detected SLF $^1$H-$^{15}$N (red contours) and $^1$H-$^{13}$C$\alpha$ dipolar couplings (blue contours) measured for doubly labeled sample of Pf1 coat protein reconstituted in magnetically aligned bicelles. Selectively labeled ($^{13}$C$\alpha$, $^{15}$N) Valine spectrum is shown in brown contours. Assignment of the $^1$H-$^{13}$C$\alpha$ dipolar couplings is shown by the text in magenta color. B. Structural fitting of the digitized data (circles) showing the fitted frequency values (crosses).

Figure 4.5A shows an overlay of two-dimensional ($^1$H-$^{13}$C$\alpha$/$^{15}$N) SAMPI4$^2$ and ($^1$H-$^{15}$N/$^{15}$N) SAMPI4 spectra with $^{13}$C SPINAL32 decoupling (40) added during the $^{15}$N CSA acquisition. To enhance the signal intensity, four consecutively run SAMPI4$^2$ spectra were co-added with 40 $t_1$ points acquired at 1k scans each. As an additional control, SAMPI4$^2$ was run to evolve the $^1$H-$^{15}$N dipolar couplings under $^{13}$C decoupling and gave almost identical results with SAMPI4 for both a single crystal of n-acetyl Leucine and Pf1 (not shown). The ($^1$H-$^{13}$C$\alpha$/$^{15}$N) SAMPI4$^2$ spectrum of Pf1 is shown in blue and the ($^1$H-$^{15}$N/$^{15}$N) SAMPI4 spectrum is shown in red. The assignments of ($^1$H-$^{13}$C$\alpha$/$^{15}$N) peaks are shown in Fig. 4.5A by the text in magenta, denoting both the residue type and its number; the well-established ($^1$H-$^{15}$N/$^{15}$N) assignment is denoted here just by the residue numbers for brevity. Many of the SAMPI4$^2$ peaks can be immediately assigned from the ($^1$H-$^{15}$N/$^{15}$N) SAMPI4 spectra by relating their corresponding $^{15}$N...
chemical shifts. Assignments of some peaks required extra discernment. For instance, we have measured a selectively \((^{13}\text{C}_\alpha, ^{15}\text{N})\) Valine-labeled spectrum to delineate between the peaks in the crowded region at ca. 102 ppm (shown as brown contours in Fig. 4.5A). This allowed us to identify the Valine peaks and restrict the assignment possibilities for other residues. Other assignments can be resolved in a similar manner, i.e. by invoking selective labeling. Clearly, three-dimensional correlation NMR spectra would be required for the spectroscopic assignment in the general case, which will be deferred to subsequent publications. However, the current signal-to-noise ratio would likely preclude any three-dimensional NMR experiments for spectroscopic assignment, with the available field strength corresponding to 500 MHz \(^1\text{H}\) frequency. Of special note are the Glycine \(^1\text{H}_\alpha-^{13}\text{C}_\alpha\) peaks as the \(\alpha\)-carbon is bonded to both \(\text{H}_\alpha\) and \(\text{H}_\beta\) protons. The dipolar frequencies for such a three-spin system follow the “hypotenuse” relation in the doubly tilted rotating frame (41), viz.:

\[
v_{1H-^{13}C}^{\text{Gly}}(\text{Gly}) = \sqrt{v_{1H-^{15}N}^{\text{Gly}} + v_{1H-^{13}C}^{\text{Gly}}} \tag{1}
\]

As a consequence, the Glycine \(^1\text{H}_\alpha-^{13}\text{C}_\alpha\) dipolar couplings are much larger than their corresponding \(^1\text{H}-^{15}\text{N}\) interactions, which facilitates their assignment. The hypotenuse relation, Eq. (1), must also be taken into account during the structural fitting.

Figure 4.5B shows the structural fitting of the centers of the peaks identified in Fig. 4.5A and digitized by circles. The fitted frequencies are shown by crosses. The data were fitted for residues G23 through L43 corresponding to the transmembrane domain of Pf1 coat protein. The structure fitting was performed using the algorithm developed in previous work (32). Briefly, the algorithm iteratively finds the values for two pairs of torsion angles (\(\Phi\) and \(\Psi\)) that are consistent with two sets of NMR angular restraints (in this case \(^{15}\text{N}\) CSA, \(^1\text{H}-^{15}\text{N}\) and, \(^1\text{H}_\alpha-^{13}\text{C}_\alpha\) dipolar
couplings) amongst three adjacent peptide planes. Fitting simultaneously the torsion angles for three adjacent planes, instead of two, alleviates the problem of overfitting some resonances at the expense of others and greatly reduces propagation of error. The frequencies $v_\parallel$ for the parallel orientation (i.e. used in the fitting) are related to the perpendicular values, $v_\perp$ (i.e. experimentally measured in bicelles) by the “Bicelle Equation” (42), viz.:

$$v_\parallel = v_{iso} + \frac{2}{S_0}(v_{iso} - v_\perp)$$  

Eq 2

Here the order parameter was set to $S_0 = 0.8$, and $v_{iso}$ is the corresponding isotropic frequency (which is zero for the dipolar couplings). The root-mean-square deviations of the fitted frequencies to the spectra are given as an inset. It can be seen that the rms deviations do not exceed 150 Hz in all three spectroscopic dimensions. It should also be noted that for the structural fitting we have used experimental isotropic $^{15}$N chemical shifts for Pf1 coat protein in isotropic micelles (36) and the linear regression plots for the individual tensor values $\sigma_{11}$, $\sigma_{22}$, and $\sigma_{33}$ (43). Correcting the individual CSA values from their commonly used average values was found to improve the overall quality of the structural fit in the $^{15}$N chemical shift dimension.

![Figure 4.6. Linear-regression correlation plots for the simultaneously fitted $^{15}$N CSA and $^1$H-$^{15}$N and $^1$H$_\alpha$-$^{13}$C$_\alpha$ couplings for Pf1 coat protein.](image)
Figure 4.7 A. Final search values for torsion angles on the Ramachandran map for 2D vs 3D NMR data fit for 1000 calculated structures. A clustering near the α-helical torsion angles is apparent for the 3D fit. No restriction on the torsion angles was assumed a priori for the fitting. B. ROSETTA top-down filtering protocol. C. Consensus family of Pf1 TM structures determined from NMR.

Ten thousand (10,000) structural solutions satisfying the three experimental angular restraints have been calculated. Representative linear regression plots for the fitted vs. experimental data for the three spectroscopic dimensions are shown in Fig. 4.6 demonstrating good quality of the fit. It should be emphasized that during the fitting, instead of biasing the search to specific secondary structural preferences, the starting values for the torsion angles of Φ and Ψ were randomized between -180 and 180 degrees. Fig. 4.7A shows the distributions of the final (i.e. fitted) torsion angles over the Ramachandran map for 1,000 structures. Shown in red are the values obtained from fitting three angular constraints per plane (denoted as 3D). Shown
in blue for comparison are the fitted values from using just the two “traditional” $^1$H-$^{15}$N dipolar and $^{15}$N CSA NMR dimensions (2D). As can be seen, the torsion angles from the 3D fit are predominantly clustered near the alpha-helical values, i.e. $\Phi=-61^\circ$; $\Psi=-45^\circ$, whereas the final angles from the 2D fit are scattered over a much broader range of the ramachandran map (while still producing good fits to the NMR data). The final step was to perform a top-down filtering of the calculated 10,000 structures using three MP Rosetta scoring terms, cf. Fig. 4.7B. The first step in the filtering procedure included the membrane positioning scoring function, MPTMPproj, (44) from which the top 500 solutions were collected. The filtering procedure then followed by scoring the solution for sound backbone torsion preferences, $p_{aa_pp}$, (45) and choosing the top 50 solutions amongst the prior 500. Finally, the hydrogen bonding scoring function, hbond_sr_bb (46) was applied, which resulted in the final 10 solutions shown in Fig. 4.7C. The final structure indeed results in an $\alpha$-helix with a slightly unstructured N-terminal part containing the G23 and G24 residues. In passing we note that a deliberate switching of some of the $^1$H-$^{13}$C\textalpha{} dipolar assignments in Fig. 4.5A did not produce any meaningful, high-scoring structures. The slight unwinding of the helix at the N terminus is consistent with the pattern for the $^1$H-$^{15}$N dipolar couplings for Pf1 reconstituted in perpendicularly aligned DMPC/DHPC bicelles, (cf. Fig. 6a of ref. (47)) which demonstrate that these residues do not line up well with the “dipolar wave” of periodicity 3.6 (48). Interestingly, the ideal alpha helical structure appears to be much more persistent in detergent DHPC micelles as evident from the solution NMR RDC dipolar waves for Pf1 coat protein (25). A detailed discussion on the origin of this possible discrepancy is beyond the scope of the present paper.
4.5 Conclusions

We have demonstrated, for the first time, that backbone folds of MPs can be experimentally determined by fitting simultaneously three angular restraints per peptide plane and, notably, an α-helical configuration does not need to be assumed a priori. The experimental restraints consisted of $^1$H$_{\alpha}$-$^{13}$C$_{\alpha}$ and $^1$H-$^{15}$N dipolar couplings and $^{15}$N CSA. We have developed a new pulse sequence recoupling the $^1$H$_{\alpha}$-$^{13}$C$_{\alpha}$ dipolar interactions while eliminating the $^{13}$C-$^{13}$C and $^1$H-$^1$H dipolar couplings. MMHH transfer ensures selective proton-mediated transfer from the nearest $^1$H$_{\alpha}$-$^{13}$C$_{\alpha}$ couplings to the amide $^{15}$N sites. The pulse sequence has been tested by performing many-spin simulations and by recalculating the known structure of TM domain of Pf1 coat protein reconstituted in magnetically aligned bicelles. Moreover, the measured $^1$H$_{\alpha}$-$^{13}$C$_{\alpha}$ couplings are consistent with the α-helical structure of Pf1, which provides an additional validation of our experimental method. Furthermore, a consensus structure for Pf1 TM domain has been calculated by determining the torsion angles using three angular restraints per peptide plane. Including the third, chiral $^1$H$_{\alpha}$-$^{13}$C$_{\alpha}$ dimension allows one to search for the torsion solutions over the full range of the Ramachandran map, without restricting the torsion angles to an α-helical range, as is necessary when considering only two angular restraints per peptide plane. This new method uniquely positions oriented-sample NMR as a “crystallography” tool in aligned, lipid-rich bilayers at near-physiological conditions. The results advance NMR of uniaxially aligned samples to a new quantitative level and pave way for structure determination of membrane proteins from three-dimensional experiments performed on uniformly doubly labeled samples.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A

MATLAB codes for T1rho rotational diffusion calculation
Figure 3.3-3.6

clear all
[A1,A2]=xlsread('/Users/NevzorovLab/Desktop/T1_rho_Height data.xls');
time=[0 .005 .010 .015 .020 .025];
Int=A1(:,4:9);
DC=abs(A1(:,3));
for n=1:17
    Int_norm(n,:)=Int(n,:)/Int(n,1);
End

figure(1)
cf

Noise=141949;
err=Noise/Int(n,1)*ones(size(Int_norm(n,:)));
time_cont=linspace(0, 0.030, 1000);
zcolors=['g' 'r' 'm' 'c' 'y' 'b' 'k'];
size(Int_norm)
x0=[5e3, 10e-3];
for n=1:17
    [fitresult,goodness]=fit(time',Int_norm(n,:)','exp1','StartPoint',x0);
    x00=coeffvalues(fitresult);
    Ampl(n)=x00(1);
    T1rho(n)=-1/x00(2);
    dx00=confint(fitresult);
    dR1rho(n)=abs(x00(2)-dx00(1,2));
    dT1rho(n)=abs((1/x00(2))-(1/dx00(1,2)))
    plot(fitresult,time',Int_norm(n,:)');
    hold on
    errorbar(time,Int_norm(n,:),err,'o');
end

figure (2)
cf
for n=1:17
    [fitresult,goodness]=fit(time',Int_norm(n,:)','exp1','StartPoint',x0);
    zcolors=['g' 'b' 'y' 'k' 'c' 'm'];
    n2plot=[1 3 6 11 13 17];
    if sum(n==n2plot)==1;
plot(fitresult,time',Int_norm(n,:)',zcolors(mod(n,6)+1));
hold on
errorbar(time,Int_norm(n,:),err,'o','color',zcolors(mod(n,6)+1));
end

CSA=A1(:,2);
DIP=A1(:,3);

[A1,A2]=xlsread('/Users/NevzorovLab/Desktop/T1_rho_Height data.xls');
Dip=A1(:,3);
size(T1rho)
alpha=0.64*9*1e8*4*pi.^2/128;
size(alpha)
Dipmax=4000;
beta=2/3*(1-abs(Dip/Dipmax));
beta.^2;
Rrho=(1./T1rho);
size(Rrho)

P= polyfit(beta.^2,Rrho',1);
F1= polyval(P,beta.^2);
[r,m,b]=regression(beta.^2,Rrho','one')
alpha;
e = dR1rho;
Fresid=(Rrho'-F1);
ssresid=sum(Fresid.^2);
sstotal=(length(Rrho')-1)*var(Rrho');
rsq=(1-(ssresid/sstotal))

figure(3)
clf
plot(beta.^2,Rrho','o')
hold on
plot(beta.^2,F1,'r-');
errorbar(beta.^2,Rrho',e,'o')

F = @(x,xdata) 0.64*9e8*4*pi.^2/(128*x(1))*((1-(cos(x(2)*pi/180)*cos(15.8*pi/180)-
sin(x(2)*pi/180)*sin(15.8*pi/180)*cos(2*pi*xdata/3.6+x(3))).^2).^2)/(1+(2.2e10/x(1).^2).^1)+x(4);

x0=[8e5, 22.28, -0.65, 23];
res=linspace(1,17,17);
\[ \text{x, resnom1} = \text{lsqcurvefit(F, x0, res, Rhro);} \]

\[ \text{RMS} = @(x) \text{sum((F(x, res) - Rhro).}^2); \]

\[ x_1 = [5e5, 22.25, -.7, 10]; \]
\[ x_u = [5e6, 22.29, -.6, 25]; \]

\[ \text{x, resnom1} = \text{patternsearch(RMS, x0, [], [], [], x_1, x_u);} \]

\[ \text{figure(4)} \]
\[ \text{clf} \]

\[ \text{Dpar} = \text{alpha/P(1)} \]
\[ \text{Dpar1} = x(1) \]
\[ \text{tilt} = x(2) \]
\[ \text{phase} = x(3) \]
\[ \text{offset} = x(4) \]
\[ \text{rmslinear} = \text{resnom1} \]

\[ \text{hold on} \]

\[ \text{res_cont = linspace(1, 17, 170);} \]
\[ \text{plot(25 + res_cont, F(x, res_cont))} \]

\[ \text{hold on} \]
\[ e = \text{dR1rho}; \]
\[ \text{plot(25 + res, Rhro, 'o');} \]
\[ \text{errorbar(25 + res, Rhro, e, 'o');} \]

\[ \text{figure(5)} \]
\[ \text{clf} \]

\[ \text{plot(CSA, -DIP, 'o');} \]
\[ \text{axis([50 120 0 5e3])} \]
\[ \text{set(gca,'XDir','Reverse')} \]
\[ \text{for n = 1:17} \]
\[ \text{\quad text(CSA(n) + 1, -DIP(n), num2str(n + 25));} \]
\[ \text{end} \]

\[ \text{(sum ((F(x, res) - Rhro).}^2)/17)^{0.5}; \]
FDip = @(y,ydata) 1e4*(3*(cos(y(1)*pi/180)*cos(15.8*pi/180)-
in(y(1)*pi/180)*sin(15.8*pi/180)*cos(2*pi*ydata/3.6+y(2))).^2-1)*0.4/2;
y0=[0,0];
res=linspace(1,17,17);
[y,resnom] =lsqcurvefit(FDip,y0,res,-Dip);

y(1)
y(2)
figure(6)
clf

hold on
plot(25+res, -Dip', 'o')

res_cont=linspace(1,17,170);
plot(25+res_cont,FDip(y,res_cont))
APPENDIX B

Triple Resonance pulse program with SAMPI4$^2$ and MMHH Blocks:

1 ze ;
t1incr

2 d1 do:f2
 1m do:f3
10u pl1:f1 pl2:f2 pl3:f3
0.3u fq=cnst0:f3
1m rpp4
1m rpp5
1m rpp6
1m rpp7

; presaturation of 13C
(p5 ph1):f3
d7
(p5 ph1):f3

(p5 ph1 fq=cnst0):f2
(p15*0.33 ph3):f3 (p15*0.33 ph2):f2
(p15*0.33 ph2):f3 (p15*0.33 ph3):f2
(p15*0.33 ph3):f3 (p15*0.33 ph2):f2

; Multiple contacts with MOIST
3 (p3 ph8):f3 (p3 ph9):f2
(d3 p5 ph10):f3 (d3 p5 ph1):f2
(p15*0.33 ph3):f3 (p15*0.33 ph2):f2
(p15*0.33 ph2):f3 (p15*0.33 ph3):f2
(p15*0.33 ph3):f3 (p15*0.33 ph2):f2

lo to 3 times l22

; re-equilibration of the protons before the SAMPI4 evolution
if "l20<1" goto 5

;(p3 ph8):f3 (p3 ph9):f2
;(d6 p5 ph10):f3 (d6 p5 ph1):f2
; Magic Sandwich starts here
4 (p16 ph4):f3 (p16 ph4):f2
(p3 ph11):f3 (p3 ph6 ipp6 ipp4):f2
(d4 p3*2.0 ph11):f3
(d4 p3 ph11):f3 (d4 p3 ph7 ipp7 ipp11):f2
(p16 ph5):f3 (p16 ph5 ipp5):f2
lo to 4 times l20

; Z-filter
5 (p3 ph8):f3
(d6 p5 ph10):f3

; MMHH
(p18 ph2 pl11):f1 (p18 ph2 pl14):f2 (p18 ph2 pl13):f3

0.3u fq=cnst21:f2
0.3u fq=cnst3:f3
0.3u pl33:f3

; detection
1u cpds2:f2
1u cpds3:f3
aq cpdngs30:f1
1m do:f3
1m do:f2
rcyc=2
1m do:f3
1m do:f2
100m wr #0 if #0 iu20 zd
lo to 2 times td1
exit

ph1=1 3
ph30=0
ph31=1 3
ph2=0
ph3=2
ph4=0 2
ph5=2 0 ; irradiation phases for the third part of the magic sandwich
ph6=1 3 ; phases for the first +90Y pulse on the high side
ph7=3 1
ph8=3
ph9=3 1
ph10=1
ph11=1 3